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$1.2 million in federal money allocated

Wellman requests state funds for local armory
From Staff, AP Reports
If the General Assembly refuses to allocate
money to build a National Guard armory in Murray this year, the state will lose $1.2 million in
federal funds, according to state Adjutant Gen.
Billy Wellman.
Wellman told members of a House budget
review subcommittee on Monday that the
Department of Military Affairs will need $1.2
million more than proposed by Gov. Martha
Layne Collins to operate during the next two
years.
Lawmakers on the subcommittee gave up
their Presidents' Day holiday to review
Wellman's budget and others. The dark halls of
the Capitol Annex were filled with placardcarrying veterans supporting Wellman's proposed increases for veterans' assistance.
The department had requested $4 million more
than has been allocated by the governor.
Although the bulk of the loss could be cut from
proposed capital construction projects, Wellman
said more funding is needed for projects that
can't be put on hold.
This is the minimum we can survive on and
maintain our growth," he added.
Wellman said an additional $886,000 is needed
during the next fiscal year to improve services to
veterans and to construct the new armory.
The federal government has already allocated
$1.2 million for the Murray project. The state's
share is $525,000.
"If we don't build this armory, there's other
states waiting for the money," Wellman said.
On Veteran's Day 1983, Wellman accepted
from the Calloway County School Board a deed
for 6.2 acres of land on the Calloway County High

ALL ABOUT THE ARMORY - Adjutant Gen. Billy Wellman told members of a House budget review subcommittee on Monday that the state will lose $1.2 million in federal funds if the General Assembly refuses to allocate
money to build a National Guard armory in Murray this year. Wellman, shown above in 1983, met with members
of the Calloway County School Board on several occasions concerning locating the proposed armory on a
6.2-acre tract of land on the high school campus. Wellman received the deed for the land last Veteran's Day.
File photo
School campus to locate the armory. The land
faces Kentucky 121 to the north of the high school
and middle school buildings.
At the time the land was deeded, cost of the
building was set,at $1,706,000. The 21,195-square

clear tonight
and cool

Mondale pleased
with Iowa victory;
eyes New Hampshire
By EVANS WITT
AP Political Writer
DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) Walter F. Mondale says his
"perhaps spectacular" victory
in Iowa will help convince
Democrats that he is the man to
defeat Ronald Reagan, but his
opponents for the nomination
say they will be ready for him
next week in New Hampshire.
Sen. John Glenn, whose claim
to be Mondale's prime
challenger sank under the
weight of a fifth-place finish,
said, "We took a licking tonight
but we are on to New Hampshire
... I hope we do much better than
we did in Iowa. Obviously, we
won't do much worse."
Mondale scheduled a quick
trip to the Granite State today.
Others were already at work
there, preparing for the first-inthe-nation primary Feb. 28.
After the dimensions of his
Iowa caucus victory became
clear Monday night, former vice
president Mondale told
reporters:
"I think I'm going to be
nominee and I think this win

Tonight will be clear and
cool with lows in the low, 30s.
Light and variable winds.
Wednesday will be sunny
and mild with highs in the upper 50s. Southwest winds 5 to
10 mph.

here in Iowa strengthens me
considerably," said Mondale.
"Tonight is the beginning of the
end of the Reagan administration. Let the word go out from
Iowa to the nation - to all,
Americans who want a safer
world, I am on your side."
Iowa Republicans held
caucuses as well on Monday, but
Reagan had no opposition for
renomination. To rally his
troops and beat up on the
Democrats. Reagan came to
Iowa on Tuesday for his first
political trip since he
announced.
Mondale's victory was lopsided and long expected. Television
networks projected his triumph
while the caucuses were still
under way, prompting an
outraged state chairman, David
Nagel, to complain that they had
interfered with the process.
Mondale nearly shut out his
opponents in the fight for national convention delegates. He
took nearly half the raw vote at
the 2,495 precinct meetings and
led for 48 of 50 nominating
(Continued on Page 2)
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foot armory could accommodate a unit of 150
troops.
The Kentucky Army National Guard has been
in Murray since 19'79 when Wellman approved
the unit at the request of county and city govern-

ments. The unit was first a detachment authorized to enlist 33 people. Based on the outstanding
response, the detachment was relocated and a
full company was moved to Murray. The 614th
Military Police Company was authorized to
enlist 115 persons and later the unit was granted
more military equipment. The unit has been at
full strength for virtually all of its career in this
community.
The first home for the unit was 403 Sunbury
Circle and later with the increase in strength and
support from officials, the unit was relocated at
901 Arcadia, its present home.
Other armory projects in Danville, Frankfort,
London and Ashland will be put on hold until
money becomes available, he added.
Wellman also requested $100,000 for tuition
assistance programs for National Guardsmen,
$200,000 to hire additional security and
maintenance personnel, and $60,000 for veterans'
affairs.
The additional $60,000 would be administered
as personal service contracts for training
volunteers to help veterans file federal
assistance applications.
The American Legion, the Disabled American
Veterans and the Veterans of Foreign Wars
would receive $17,500 per year to conduct training seminars.
"We do very little for our veterans in Kentucky
today," Wellman said. "They need our help ...
more than ever today."
Wellman said later he believed the General
Assembly would allocate the additional money.
"I'm optimistic. We were able to justify our request. We're asking for the very minimum," he
said.

Marines start to pull up stakes;
moving for Navy ships offshore
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) The U.S. Marine combat force
began pulling up stakes at its
Beirut airport base today and
moving to Navy ships off the
Lebanese coast.
Seventeen months after digging in with French, Italian and
British troops, the Marines
began flying out by helicopter
and sailing out by landing craft
from the Green Beach area
where they first set up a landing
dock.
"Today the support people
have gone, and we're working on
the combat gear," Marine

spokesman Maj. 1Ye.nri1s Brooks
told reporters. "Today is the
first day of the relocation of the
actual 22nd 1VIAU personnel."
Brooks was referring to the
22nd Marine Amphibious Unit --the combat force holding
frontline positions around the
airport base, surrounded now by
leftist militias claiming victory
over tile collapsing Lebanese
army.
For days now, the Marines
have been shipping out equipment and troops that served as
support for the fighting men.
Brooks said the support troops
were "99 percent gone."

"We still have a few cats and
dogs left and now we're getting
to the combat force," he said.
The helicopters came in from
ships offshore at 7 a.m., and the
movement of the combat force
back to the warships of the 6th
Fleet started about an hour
later, Brooks said.
He said it would,take a week
or two to move out the approximately 1,300 Marines at the airport base. He said it was his
understanding that no Marines
would remain there, though
some would stay ashore to guard
U.S. Embassy offices along the
seafront in downtown Beirut.

Car dealers seek protection order
against further investigations
Eight local wholesale car
dealers, previously served subpoenas and investigative
demands in connection with a
vehicle odometer probe by the
state attorney general's office,
have sought the issuance of a
protective order against any further investigative actions
against them, according to a suit
filed in Calloway Circuit Court.
The eight - M&S Motor Sales,

Ed's Used Cars, Kountry
Motors, Fike's Used Cars,
Adams Used Cars, Slim's Used
Cars, Keith Smith Used Cars
and Hal's Used Cars - filed suit
against Commonwealth of Kentucky Attorney General David
Armstrong claiming that he and
the employees of his office were
in violation of provisions of KRS
provisions of this
367.250. The
statute state that information

obtained under such an investigation shall not be made
public or disclosed by the attorney general or his employees
beyond the extent necessary for
lawful enforcement purposes in
the public's interest.
The suit cites that issuing of
the subpoenas and investigative
demands to disseminate information obtained was published
(Continued on Page 2)

Relationship 'dangerously low'

Analyst calls for improved U.S.-U.S.S.R. ties
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
The United States and the Soviet Union
must begin reconstructing their relationship, which has deteriorated to a
dangerously low point, to avoid a direct
confrontation stemming from a regional
crisis
That recommendation was at the heart of
a grim prognosis submitted by Soviet
analyst Dr. Robert Legvold, in a speech at
Murray State University Monday night.
Characterizing the U.S.-Soviet relationship
as at its worst point since the early 1950s,
Legvold urged that the superpowers learn
to manage a rivalry that is not going to go
away. If they do not, a flash-point such as
the Middle East could pull them into a
world-threatening war.
-The Soviet Union will be the Soviet
Union that it was in the 1970s for as long as
we're around," Legvold told a rather light
turnout at the Curris Center. "There will be
more regional crises every decade. We
need to work out patterns of restraint for
ourselves," and decide "to what extent we
would allow ourselves to use combat
forces" to settle a regional crisis
Legvold's talk, which was sponsored by
the University Center Board, followed a
WKMS-FM press conference in which he
said the accession of Konstantin Chernenko
as the Soviet Union's new communist party
leader will not significantly alter the
U.S.S.R 's policies Decision-making will

continue to be a group process controlled
were dismissed as politics, and his "Star
by a ruling elite, Legvold explained.
Wars" speech on space-based defense
Legvold is director of the Soviet Studies
cooperation as a first-strike ploy. Instead,
Project at the Council on Foreign RelaSoviets remember what Legvold called
tions, the consultative body from which
Reagan's "Darth Vader speech" in which
he labeled the Soviet Union as the "focus of
U.S. foreign policy advisors are typically
drawn. A teacher and author who has
evil."
And while the mood in Washington, D.C.
visited the U.S.S.R. yearly for the past 20
is relatively complacent about Reagan's
years, Legvold lectures frequently at matough stance towards the Soviets, in
jor universities and is regularly interviewMoscow officials are hostile and apprehened by the media on matters Soviet.
He told his MSU audience that his topic' sive, Legvold said. The Soviets see the U.S.
as trying to revive the "Pax Americana" of
was not suitable for jokes or light anecdotes; and indeed his view of U.S.-Soviet
the '50s, when America could control the
relations was not nothing to laugh about.
fate of unstable nations, and as trying to acCiting the "collapsing framework" of the
tively undo the communist system by the
superpower relationship, Legvold said the
arms race and "economic warfare."
"This is not a time when any Soviet
classic elements of the original Cold War
leadership could allow itself to be seen as
have been fully revived: a high level of
being pushed around, by anyone," Legvold
mutual recrimination and insult, with
neither side seriously interested in
explained at the press conference.
"They're reluctant to make concessions for
dialogue; very little cooperation on any
fear people on the outside will say, 'See,
front; and the possibility of direct nuclear
confrontation, which kri the previous Cold
they back down to a hard line.'"
War culminated in the 1962 Cuban missile
Moreover, prospects for progress in
strategic arms control are bleak, while the
crisis.
"The danger of a confrontation between
Euro-missile talks are essentially dead, he
the U.S. and the Soviet Union is greater
asserted. Soviet leaders see the deployment of NATO missiles in Europe as "a
now than it has been at any point in the last
neat American device to circumvent the
10 or 20 years," Legvold said. Characterizing the Soviet Union as "ambitious,
numerical limits in the SALT treaty."
When the two sides return to the strategic
alienated and armed," Legvold said the
talks, their positions will only have hardenSoviets are using a "worst-case analysis"
in assessing U.S. motives. Thus, President
ed, according to Legvold
Reagan's recent overtures for dialogue
(Continued on Page 2)
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BLEAK PROSPECTS - Soviet analyst Robert Legvold painted a gnm
picture of U.S.-Soviet relations, and said the situation isn't likely to improve soon, in a WKMS-FM press conference Monday night. Later. he
elaborated on the same theme in an address at the MSU Curris Center
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Moral Majority aiming to register
100,000 new voters before October

-

)411,

JOB SEEKING — Over 30 local and regional companies from the field of business, industry and government
participated in the annual Career Day festivities at Murray State University today. Seniors at the college were
able to meet with representatives from the companies throughout the day and discuss the possibilities of future
employment in their respective fields. Pictured above, Tammie Potts, a senior marketing major from South
Fulton, Tenn., talks with D.L. Stein, sales representative with R.J. Reynolds Company.

Jesse Stuart buried in Kentucky hills
By ANNE S. CROWLEY
Associated Press Writer__
GREENUP, Ky. (API —
Jesse Stuart. the man who committed the heart and soul of Appalachia to paper for more than
half a century, was buried in the
eastern Kentucky hills after a
simple funeral service that drew
both dignitaries and everyday
people.

Stuart — author of thousands
of poems, hundreds of short
stories and 10 novels — died at
age 76 Friday in an Ohio nursing
home after nearly two years in a
coma. He had suffered a series
of heart attacks and strokes.
Stuart had asked that Monday's service be a celebration
rather than a sad occasion, the
Rev. Robert Wood said.

"Jesse Stuart is now ...
liberated from the body that prohibited him from lovingly sharing his talents with us," Wood
said during the church service.
"Those precious things he left us
shall be for posterity as well as
for us today."
About 250 people — nearly half
of them family, the others ranging from dignitaries like Gov.
Martha Layne Collins to the
everyday Greenup County
residents who inspired some of
hlb characters — crowded the
small Greenup United Methodist
Church to pay final respects to
Kentucky's famed writer and
educator.

By STEVE SWIFT
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE Ky. (AP
—
Kentucky's Baptist ministers affiliated with Moral Majority will
be aiming to register 100,000 new
voters before October to help
assure the electioh this fall of
conservative political
candidates.
The drive will be part of Moral
Majority's nationwide attempt
to sign up 21,4 million voters
sympathetic to the group's platform, the Rev. Jerry Falwell
said during one of four Kentucky
appearances on Monday.
Falwell described 1084 as "a
year of destiny" for conservatives. "It's do or die for us."
Moral Majority wants its
member pastors to spearhead
the voter registration drive and
then educate voters on interests
of importance to the group, he
said.
"It's not enough just to get
people registered. I think we
have to use our pulpits to get our
people informed on the issues,"
he said at a news conference
preceding a luncheon with
Louisville-area pastors. He met
with other pastors in Lexington.
Owensboro and Paducah.
Election of conservatives in
November is crucial to Moral
Majority's future, he said, adding that the success of those
candidates "will be determined
by the pool of new voters."

Among the issues Moral Majority views as "vital" are
"voluntary prayer in public
schools ... a human life amendment that would put a stop to the
destruction of the unborn in this
country; issues dealing with
pornography, with drug traffic," he said. "Those are moral
issues and were long before they
became political."
While saying Moral Majority
will not recommend specific
candidates to the new voters,
Falwell said he considers just
one presidential candidate, incumbent Ronald Reagan, acceptable to his group.
"He has repeatedly used the
White House as a bully pulpit for
all of the moral and social
issues," he said.
"I can't imagine that, as individuals, any of our people
would be interested in anyone
other than Ronald Reagan" for
president, Falwell said.
None of the Democratic candidates, he said, can match
Reagan's support of issues of interest to Moral Majority.
When pressed to rate the
Democrats, Falwell said,"Of all
the Democratic (presidential)
candidates I'd put John Glenn
about two notches ahead of
(Walter) Mondale. That's about
14 notches below Ronald
Reagan."
The Rev. Jesse Jackson, a
Baptist minister and

Democratic presidential candidate, has made Moral Majority's voter registration drive
easier for the public to accept,
Reporters, he explained, are
not as likely to question him,
also a Baptist minister, about
his efforts to recruit voters since
Jackson is attempting the same
thing.
"I've been saying it
everywhere, what's good for
Jesse 113 good for Jerry. I think
it's just as fair for one side to do
it as the other.
"I do not think it's a violation
of any constitutional principle"
for a religious leader to try .to
recruit new voters, Falwell said.
"There's not a word (in the constitution) about separation of
church people, church
members, from involvement in
the electoral process."
Citing similar voter registration drives conducted by liberal
groups, Falwell said he believes
"conservative Christians and
Jews have lost by default in the
last 50 years. We have allowed
somebody to tell us that religion
and politics don't mix."
In Kentucky, Falwell hinted
that Moral Majority would oppose the adoption of a constitutional amendment to permit a
statewide lottery. Such a
measure, whose revenue would
be devoted to financing improvements in education, is pending before the Legislature.
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Dealers...

"WIN THE TIGER" — Murray High School Alumni and Friends are
holding a "Win The Tiger" fundraiser to benefit the school. Tickets are
$I and may be purchased from all alumni board members and officers.
Money and ticket stubs may be turned into the high school principal's
office or to any board member. All tickets must be turned in by March
23 and the winner will be announced at the sports banquet on March
26. The Alumni and Friends include (from left, front row)Patsy Oakley,
co-chairman; Shirley Martin, secretary;(back row)Steve Compton, cochairman; Bill Adams, board member; Lita Rushing, treasurer; Marti
Erwin, board member; and Mac Fitts, board member.

Peabody laying off workers
after coal shovel accident

-

HENDERSON. Ky. (AP) —
Peabody Coal Co. is indefinitely
laying off 88 workers at a
Muhlenburg County surface
operation where a huge electric
shovel toppled onto its side.
Production at the Gibraltor
mine has been below normal
since Wednesday, when the
shovel fell over as it was being
moved from one mining site to
another, said Howard W.
Williams. president op
Peabody's Henderson-based
eastern operations.
Because of the lower production, Peabody said Monday it cut
the Gibraltor work force from
216 people to 128.
Officials have not been able to

determine the extent of damage
to the machine, which remains
on its side, and don't know when
production might return to normal, Williams said in a
statement.
Meanwhile, Peabody will
reopen its Homestead surface
mine near Drakesboro to help
fulfill contract obligations.
Peabody spokesman Ryan
Tew said 90 employees were
recalled to work Monday at the
Homestead mine and that 20
others could be recalled later.
Production at the Homestead
mine was suspended indefinitely
on June 28, 1983, because of
reduced demand for coal, Tew
said.

(Continued from Page 1)
In several local and area
newspapers.
This breach of the provisions,
the suit claims, demonstrates
the attorney general and his
employees' abuse of the powers
granted them.
In addition, because they are
wholesale operators, they are
not in violation of any provisions
of the Consumer Protection Act,
as was cited by Armstrong for
presenting the subpoenas.
These investigative demands
have required the dealers to appear on March 6, 7 or 13,, of this
year at the office of the Assistant Commonwealth Attorney
for the 42nd Judicial District. As
an alternative, they may also
appear on Feb. 22 or 29 in
Frankfort.
Citing KRS 367.260 in their
suit, the eight dealers may apply
to any circuit court for an appropriate order to protect such a
person from any unreasonable
investigative action taken.
The suit continues by stating
that none of the eight have
received a consumer complaint
of any kind and specifically no
complaint by a Kentuckian
regarding the automobiles
whose Certificate of Titles are in
question.
The eight also stated that each
and every one of the
automobiles in question were
titled in a state other than Kentucky and none of the vehicles
were sold in this state. Also they
pointed out that no advertising
of the vehicles for sale had taken
place — pursuant to KRS
191.010, wholesalers are prohibited from selling autos to consumers for personal, family or
household use.
Therefore, they have claimed
that any acts or practices
related to their automobiles
were thus outside the scope of
the Kentucky Consumer Protection Act.
The suit gives only the plaintiff's side of the case.

CALLOWAY COUNTY SPELLERS — Students in grades four through eight in the Calloway County School System
have been busy preparing for district spelling bee competition to be held this Saturday in Lowes. Top spellers
were chosen from each grade level at each of the county schools for preliminary competition last week at the
Calloway school board office. Michelle Stubblefield, a sixth grader from East Calloway Elementary, won the
preliminary meet and will advance to district competition. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Stubblefield,
Route 2, Hazel. Second place was won by Tammy Hansen, an East fourth grader, while the third place winner
was Vicky Herndon, a seventh grader at Calloway Middle School. Hansen is the daughter of Terry and Janet
Hansen, Route 5 and Herndon is the daughter of Jerry and Patricia Herndon, Route 3. Those chosen for the corn'petition last week based on their spelling skills are, seated from left, Hansen, Stubblefield, Ed Chapman, fifth
grade, North: Brian McClard, fifth grade, East; Jon Rose, sixth grade, Southwest. Standing from left, Brandon
Lucas, fourth grade, North; Seth Arant, fourth grade, Southwest; Daphne Turner, sixth grade, North; Gina
Coursey, eighth grade, Calloway Middle; Leanne Jones,fifth grade, Southwest; and Herndon. Stubblefield is also
eligible to compete in the Mid-South Spelling Bee April 27 in Memphis, Tenn. The local competition is sponsored
by the Calloway Education Association.

Iowa caucus...
(Continued from Page 1)
delegates. Sen. Gary Hart of
Colorado, whose second-place
finish gives him a claim to be
Mondale's top challenger, won
two delegates.
"It will be a big boost. It will
add additional energy to our effort here," Hart told supporters
In Manchester, N.H. "Hopefully,
It does turn this into a HartMondale race ... It sets up a contest between the party's future
and its past."
George McGovern, starting
late and spending little here,
finished a surprising third and
called it a "minor miracle."
"A great many Iowa voters ...
voted their convictions and
voted their conscience," said the
party's 1972 standardbearer.
With the New Hampshire
primary only eight days away,
Mondale said the Iowa results
stand as a "recommendation to
the rest of the nation" to support
him.
Iowa will send a total of 58 of
the 3,933 delegates to the
Democrartic National Convention in San Francisco in July.

was 0

Eight of the state's delegates
are officially unpledged to any
candidate, while the rest will be
picked to back candidates.
McGovern,just short of the required 15 percent, was close to
winning Iowa delegates and
could end up with a couple at the
state convention in June.
The rest of the field — Glenn,
Sens. Alan Cranston of California and Ernest F. Hollings of
South Carolina, the Rev. Jesse
Jackson and former Florida
Gov. Reubin Askew — were shut
out. Jackson and Hollings made
virtually no effort in the state.
Cranston had been looking for
a strong finish to boost his longshot campaign, but he came in
fourth in the raw vote.
"We will not get the momentum that we had wanted out of
Iowa, but that does not mean
that we cannot build it in the
week ahead," Cranston said. "I
think we'll come in close enough
that we'll be able to mount a
strong race."
The delegates boosted Mondale's total to 118, far ahead of
Glenn's 17. The House

If C

Democratic Caucus picked 164
of its members as delegates
earlier this month.
Mondale labored long and
hard to win in a state where he
has ties going back many years.
As a senator from neighboring
Minnesota, he was a frequent
visitor to Iowa.
His campaign organization
got major support from organized labor. The AFL-CIO, National Education Association
and the United Auto Workers
poured massive resources into
the state to get their members
out to the caucuses to vote for
Mondale.
"Now it appears that we've
won a great victory, perhaps a
spectacular victory here in Iowa
and I feel great about it," Mondale told a crowd of cheering
supporters
In Sal Harbour, Fla., AFLCIO leaders gathered for an executive council policy meeting
celebrated their candidate's victory, but William Winpisinger,
president of the International
Association of Machinists, cautioned against overconfidence.
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Legvold...

DONATION — Dr Allan Beane accepts a check for $950 from Mrs
Eddie Mae Outland otthe Murray Civrtan Club. The funds are for the
support of the Adult Cdrprehensive Care center being constructed at
702 Main St. in Murray.'The Center operates the Work Activity Training Center for the Handicapped (W.A.T.C.H.) Dr Beane, of the Special
Education Department at Murray State University, is a member of the
W.A.T.C.H board of directors Mrs. Outland is chairman of the Civitan
Committee for the Aid to Handicapped. Dr. Willis Johnson. president of
the Murray Civitans. also serves on the WATCH board

(Continued from Page 1)
Yet the U.S. and U.S.S.R., who together
control 40 to 50 thousand of the world's 45 to
55 thousand nuclear warheads, must pursue arms control, Legvold said. He urged
the U.S. to proceed firmly in strengthening
its defense but not postpone arms control
until it has caught up with the Soviets' supposed superiority: "You have to be
simultaneously serious about arms control
and your defense program."
The U.°. should also abandon what is
essentially a "trade war" against the
U.S.S.R, Legvold said. The U.S. must protect strategically important technologies.
but should be more cooperative in other
areas of trade, he said.
Both the U.S. and USSR. need to
reconstruct the kind of dialogue that pro.

duced a mutually agreeable restraint in the
1973 Arab-Israeli war, in Legvold's view.
Without such a prior understanding as to
how they will react to regional crises, the
superpowers will not be able to resurrect
the dialogue quickly enough when a crisis
compels them to intervene, he postulated.
The most likely area for such a scenario
is the Middle East, Legvold said. After seeing America's aggressive action in
Grenada, the Soviets were relieved to see
the U.S. withdrawal from mainland
Lebanon, he explained: the Soviets feared
they would be compelled to directly confront the U.S. if the conflict escalated.
"If we want to invade Nicaragua tomorrow, the Soviets will not stop us," Legvold
said "In the Middle East, they want to
stand behind their Syrian friends."

Iran is another danger spot, for the eventual death of Iranian leader Khomeini
could produce an unstable regime in a
highly strategic area, Legvold explained.
Again, the superpowers could feel compelled to intervene.
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Legvold also urged a softening of U.S.
rhetoric and revival of diplomatic dialogue
about real concerns, "not the ghosts and
phantoms we deal with daily because we
conduct our f•s*- 41st policy on the front
pages of the newspapers."

,
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"We don't need to make the Soviet Union
into the devil in order to take the Soviet
Union seriously as a threat to American
security. Nor do we have to dehumanize the
Soviet leadership or system in order to
have an aversion to that system "
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garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

Has good penmanship become a lost art?
What ever happened to the Palmer Method?

Big news from
Iowa: depth of
Glenn's defeat
An AP News Analysis
The big surprise from Iowa was not the size of
Walter Mondale's victory but the depth of Jittk
Glenn's defeat.
The Ohio senator's fifth-place finish Monday
night immediately set off speculation on how
long he can stay in the race.
Glenn could wipe that out in a week by bouncing back with a strong finish in the New Hampshire primary. But so far, the former astronaut,
who had been regarded as Mondale's strongest
rival, has been unable to demonstrate that he
can rally rank and file Democrats to his
candidacy.
Sen. Ernest Hollings of South Carolina, who
didn't campaign in the Iowa precinct caucuses
and ran last among the eight candidates, called
Glenn's showing "almost a rejection." He said it
could prompt Glenn supporters to turn to other
candidates.
Another candidate with a problem was Sen.
Alan Cranston of California, who often said he
had to finish a clear third in Iowa. He ended up a
weak fourth.
"If we don't finish third, we would be in a very
difficult situation both financially and politically," Sergio Bendixen, Cranston's campaign
manager, said before the caucuses.
Sen. Gary Hart finished second in Iowa;
George McGovern K•8..9 a surprising third.
Cranston had hoped, of course, to replace
Glenn as Mondale's most serious rival. He said
Monday night that the Mondale-Glenn dual was
"very badly shaken," but he seemed to be in no
shape to benefit.
Whether it is Hart or McGovern or the Rev.
Jesse Jackson — no factor in Iowa — who
benefits, Glenn's back is against the wail and the
calendar favors Mondale. In previous presiden:
tial campaigns, several weeks separated ,the
Iowa catinuassand theaaatilampshire primary..
This year the period is eight days and the Iowa
results will be fresh in the minds of New Hampshire voters.
Speculation about how the 1984 Democratic
race will play out has always centered on when it
will shake down to a two-candidate contest and
who those two will be.
Mondale obviously is a sure bet for the finals;
a happy Hart was predicting Monday night he
might be the other.
"Hopefully it does turn this into a HartMondale rare," said the Colorado senator. "It
sets up a contest between the party's future and
its past."
Jerry Vento, Glenn's national campaign
manager, predicted two days before the Iowa
caucuses, that Mondale would win big and Glenn
would finish second with 15 to 20 percent of the
vote.
Glenn's share of the raw vote in the caucuses
was only 5 percent.
If Glenn doesn't come through with a strong
New Hampshire showing, he could be an early
dropout.

An article I ran across the other
day in an old magazine struck not
only a nostlagic chord, but a timely
one as well. It was entitled, "The
Lost Art of Penmanship." Then it
went on to ask "Anybody
Remember Palmer's Method?"
Quoting an executive of the
Writing Instrument Manufacturers
Association, the author, a fellow by
the name of Lloyd Byers, went on
to assert that "American handwriting is in a deplorable state,"
and that "the resulting scribblescrabble costs American
businesses some $200 million every
year."
"But the catastrophic
calligraphy is of comparitively recent origin because back in the
good old days, we had A.N. Palmer
and his Palmer Method of Business
Writing," Byers wrote.
Prior to Palmer's appearance in
the late 1880's, school children learning to write, he said, used copy
books that disregarded posture,
practice and muscular movement,
but Palmer changed all that with a
very strict regimen.
The pupil had to sit a certain way
— straight in his chair with both
feet on the floor — hold his steelnibbled pen in the prescribed manner
and let the letters flow from the
movement of the muscular part of
his forearm as it rested on the
desk.
The drills were practiced in
unison while the teacher counted
aloud, and many hours were spent
practicing the muscular movement
without even having a pen in hand.
• • •
That article took me back to my
days in Garland A. Murphy's penmanship class at Murray State. He
.* taught the Palmer Method.
UntiLtben,few petiole — not-even
me at times — could read my handwriting. It was terrible. One of my
English teachers, I don't

remember whether it was Miss
Lillian Hollawell or Miss Tandy,
encouraged me — if not insisted —
that I get in Mr. Murphy's penmanship class and to learn to write so
people could read what I had
written.
The class met once or twice a
week, I don't remember which, on
the top floor of what is now the
Special Collections Library and
where, I believe, the Jesse Stuart
mementos are displayed today.
Mr. Murphy was one of the most
outgoing, personable teachers on
the campus, and I think he made
about as great a contribution to the
early life of Murray State as
anyone on the faculty or staff.
He had a fantastic memory and
delighted in being able to call all of
his students by their first and last
names. He taught typing and shorthand as well as penmanship, and
it was in his class that I learned to
type — on a manual Royal
typewriter and to the rhythmic
strains of such stirring old marches as "Stars and Striped
Forever," "Washington Post" and
"El Capitan."
I still use an old manual today,
never having mastered the more
sensitive, sophisiticated and
frightening electric models.
• • •
Penmanship was pretty important in those days, especially to
students who were majoring in the
"commerce" areas and particularly in bookkeeping.
Too, it hadn't been too many
years before that most of the correspondence in a business office
was written in longhand, and men
took great pride in their flowing,
sweeping penmanship with its
graceul thick-and-thin letters. The
office was a man's world in the early part of the century, and it wasn't
until the typewriter came on the
scene that women began to make

\\\

their appearance as secretaries in
this heretofore man's world.
My mother was one of these,
working for eight years before
World War I as a secretary to the
late Judge Ira D. Smith .and serving as the court reporter in Christian County's Circuit Court. I can't
remember when she couldn't make
a typewriter sing.
My dad wrote a pretty hand,100,
having been a commerce student
himself at the Old Bethel College
for men at Russellville, and he, like
my Engligh teachers, often commented on my lousy handwritin* —
until Mr. Murphy and Mr. Palmer
taught me to make my letters by
"skating" on the muscular part of
my right fgrearm.
• • •
Mr. Murphy's penmanship class
was a fun class. He made it that
way. When he would call the roll,
he would see who could name
everyone in the class. He left that
mark on his students — the importance of good memory, and
especially in remembering names
of the people we met.
He had a quick, sincere smile
and always was well dressed —
three-piece suit and tie and with a
watch chain across the front of his
vest. With a bunch of papers or
books clutched against his breast
with his left hand, he was a
familiar sight on the campus.
The first exercise he gave us in
penmanship was the old up-anddown-push-and-pull stroke. If you
weren't real careful your pen tip
would hang in the paper and splatter ink 84 over your work.
Then came the round-and-round
exercise as Mr. Murphy gently
drummed into us that the mind and
muscle must work in perfect harmony if we were going to learn to
write a legible, pretty hand.
Finally, after several weeks and
dozens of these basic drills — often
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letter to the editor

Drug, alcohol policy supported
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found in the trunk or was there any
other liquor in containers? I would
like to know how to expect justice
when I still wonder in my mind if the
whole truth came out in that trial?
It would be very hard as a parent
to have your child expelled from
school for a year, but how much
harder it would be to have him killed or kill some innocent person
because he had learned in high
school that he was above the law.
As a parent I have the right to protect my children. If anyone tries to
give them alcohol or drugs in school
or anywhere else, being caught by

the School Board and expelled will
be the least of their worries.
I know that the majority of the
people in Calloway County do not
want alcohol or drugs on our school
campuses in any form for any
reason. I, therefore, support the
'Calloway County School Board and
urge the newly selected Committee
to take the strongest steps possible
to make sure that they are not
allowed
Sincerely.
Jane Curd
R-5, Box 194
Murray, Ky. 42071

The national gas shortage is
beginning to hit home even more in
Calloway County and local gas station operators paint a bleak picture
for area motorists.
Ribbon cutting ceremonies officially opened the new Goodyear
Store on South 12th Street
yesterday.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Beane, Feb. 16,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Randy Cunningham, Feb. 16, and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Jeff Mathias, Feb. 17.
Jean Blankenship, executive
director of Calloway County
Chapter of American Red Cross,
Kathryn Kyle Glover, chairman of
Red Cross Volunteers, and Verona
Grogan, director of Murray Senior
Citizens, spoke at a meeting of
Murray Chapter of National
Secretaries Association (International) at Holiday Inn on Feb. 18.
Bill Pratt of Murray finished second last week in Golden Gloves
Boxing Tournament at Jackson,
Tenn.
Twenty years ago
The Murray-Calloway County
United Fund Drive for 1963-64 has
reached its goal, according to Don
Tucker and Gene Cathey, cochairmen. The goal was $22,000.
Members of the Murray Planning Commission are Dr. Thomas
Hogancamp, Dr. Harry U.
Whayne, Charles M. Baker and
Mayor Holmes Ellis.
Danny Roberts, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hollis Roberts, has been promoted to the rank of First Lieutenant at Fort Benning, Ga., where
he is supply officer of the base
hospital.
Karl Hussung is serving as president of the Oaks Swim Club which
will meet Feb. 24 at the Calloway
County Courthouse.
Calloway County Judge Robert
0. Miller spoke about "School
Dropouts" at a meeting of the New
Concord Parents Club.
Thirty years ego
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WASHINGTON ( AP) — Are
there really dogs in Congress?
Not only is there one sitting near
the throne of power Mit it seems
she doesn't care much for the news
media — a state of mind that is not
so alien to other inhabitants of the
U.S. Capitol.
Usually, Alice, a 7-year-old
Belgian shepherd — tempered by a
great deal of obedience training —
snoozes on a rug in front of a
fireplace in the office of House Majority WhiR Thomas Foley, D.

, SUBSCRIPTION RATES In
served
by carriers, $3.60 per month, payable an advance. By mail in Calloway County and to
Benton, Hardin, Mayfield. Sedalia and ParmIngton, Ky • and Paris, Buchanan and
Puryear. Tn. orn.so per year. By mail to
other destinations $46.00 per year.
To reach all departments of the
newspaper phone 753-1916.
The Murray !Adger & Times Is a member
of Associated Press. Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper
Publishers Associatton
The Associated Press is exclusively sant!,
(id to news originated by The Murray ledger
& Times.
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looking back
Ten years ago

\ '.

To The Editor:
With two children attending the
Calloway County School System. I
want the School Board to know that
I support their strong stand on the
possession of alcohol and drugs on
the school campus. There would be
a lot of innocent people alive today
if our courts took that same strong
stand.
In the recent trial concerning a
student and the alcohol policy at
Calloway County, I am wondering,
as a citizen, if there was any other
evidence to be presented in this
case. Was the only liquor in the car

without the pen — we were taught
to flow smoothly through capitals,
small letters and figures.
• • •
All the small letters, he insisted,
had to be learned and practiced exactly 1/16 of an inch high, and when
we came to the figures, we had to
learn to keep them /
1
4 of an inch or
less in height, just as prescribed in
the Palmer Method of Penmanship, which was Mr. Murphy's
handwriting "Bible.' In those
days, all bookkeeping was handwritten.
By the time Mr. Murphy's course
was over, most of us could write
pretty good, legibly, rapidly, easily
and without tiring. Reams of paper
covered with drills and exercises
bore mute testimony to our unending hours of practice.
I thought. often of Mr. Murphy
and his penmanship class when I
was at Murray State, especially
when I would get a handritten note
that I couldn't read from one of the
top people.
One secretary, bless her heart,
always would type out its translation on a piece of paper and staple
it to the original before sending it to
me. Otherwise, I would have been
all day trying to figure out — or
decipher — the message.
It seems that a scribbly-scrabble
handwriting is some sort of status
symbol today, because the higher
some people go in the world the
worse their handwriting becomes
— and chances are it was poor to
start with.
But Mr. Murphy wouldn't see it
that way. He'd soon teach 'em to
write so folks could read it,
"skating" on the muscle of that
forearm making those ups-anddowns and round-and-rounds.
It still has its place.

-- •

by janet staihar
Wash
One day recently, however,
Alice, escorted by Mrs. Foley,
bounded out of the car and,at once,
decided she didn't like the jibes of.
television crews gathered at curbside to intervie‘v House Speaker
Thomas P. O'Neill.
Alice took off barking in their
direction.
Reporters scattered every which
way.
Mrs. Foley quickly cut off Alice
and scurried her off to,the saneTr(

tuary inside — scolding her that it's
ce to nip reporters.
. G. William Whitehurst, itVa., thinks there are dogs on
Capitol Hill too — those resolutions
that seek to establish a commemorative day, month or year for
things that run the gamut from National Sewing Month to National
Brick Week.
"You couldn't begin to list them
on something as small as a pocket
calendar" if they all passed. said
Whitehurst.

%A

Four prefabricated houses in
Veteians' Village at Murray State
College will be sold at public auction on Feb. 24 at 2 p.m., according
to P.W. Ordway, business manager
of the college.
Gene Wells and Jerry King of
Calloivay • Cnunty haVe been
selected to serve on the University
of Kentucky,Committee of 240 during this year.
Mrs. William Wallace showed a
movie on Japan she had made
while living there at a meeting 01
Troop 16 of the Girt &Mute, armording to Loeb ?Myatt. troop
scribe.
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Girl Scouts plan
Saturday event
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Two couples plan golden anniversary reception

The Murray
Neighorhood Core of the
Girl Scouts will have its
Grand Bake and
Brownie No-Bake Contests on Saturday, Feb.
25. at 11 a.m. at
DeVanti's Restaurant.
Competing in the
events will be the first
place winners from
each troop.
Juniors and
Cadette/Seniors who
win first place in troop
contests will progress to
core unit contests. Core

* Area Contests —
all entrants — plastic
mus, first, second thid
place winners —
flashlight/whisltle key
rings;
* Service Center
Finals — all entrants —
mini writing pad, first,
second, third place winners — denim covered
canteen.
Troops provide their
own awards which
should be comparable to
other awards. Emphasis is on fun and
skills, not on awards.
Selections of awards
were made by a panel of
girls, a spokesman said.
In the Brownie NoBake, girls prepare food
GIRL SCOUTS without use of a stove or
unit winners will pro- oven. Junior, Cadette
gress to area contests or and Senior Gill Scouts
directly to service bake their own products
center finals.
in the Grand Bake.
Awards are provided
Brownies this year
by the Girl Scout Coun- will choose between two
categories: canapes and
cil as follows:
* Brownie Core shakes.
Unit Contests — All enJuniors will choose
trants —
x 6 inch rib- between meat loaves
bons, first, second, third and bar cookies.
place winners —
Cadettes and Seniors
cloisonne look charms;
will choose between
* Grand Bake Con- baked pasta dishes and
tests — Core Unit — all baked fruit pies.
This is just one of the
entrants — 11,4 x 6 inch
ribbons, first, second, many events the Girl
third place winners — Scouts participate in
sweat bands;
throughout the year.

Price of doll clothes
may exceed child's
WASHINGTON (AP)
— If your child has a
Kid, the Kid's clothes
could well cost more
than your child's.
Xavier Roberts,
creator of Cabbage
Patch Kids — the doll
that took the country by
storm at Christmas —
has come up with a set
of clothes for the stuffed
dolls. The clothes retail
for $7.84 to $11.99.
Sears, Roebuck and
Co., sells the same
clothes for living,
breathing humans of approximately the same
size for prices ranging
from $3.99 to $11.00.
Don't try to cheat and
buy your Cabbage
Patch Kid clothes in the
Infants department of
your local department
store. "Kids" and
children are proportioned differently.
Marsha Mendenhall,
a clerk in the doll section of Toys-R-Us, in
Rockville, Md., said the
Cabbage Patch Kid
clothes are "just like
clothes for infants and
they come with a
monogram."
Kathleen McNamara,
a merchandise
associate at the Woodward & Lothrop department store in Chevy

Chase, Md., said, "A lot
of kids (the human
kind) come in to buy
clothes for their dolls,
but they don't fit. They
just hang off them."
She also says most infant clothes are much
better made than doll
clothes. "Some doll
clothes won't stand up to
two washings, they just
fall apart."
And the dolls can't
walk, crawl or climb,"
she added. She
acknowledged,
however, that dolls do
"get dragged around a
lot."
Ms. McNamara was
talking about doll
clothes in general. She
hadn't seen the Cabbage
Patch clothes.
Toys-R-Us sells Cabbage Patch "casual
wear" for $7.84. The line
includes pajamas, a
vest, a pants and jacket
set and a two-piece
terry cloth ensemble.
For $11.97 at the same
store you can get outfits
that include socks and
cloth shoes with cardboard soles. Dresses,
jogging suits and
sleepers come in this
price range.
Mary Lanier, a sales
clerk at Sears in
Washington, D.C., said
sleepers there range in
price from $5.99 .to a
WinnIe-the-Pooh model
for $9.99. She said Sears
had jogging suits for infants on display for $6.99
to $7.99 and pajamas for
as little as $3.99.
Hecht's, another
Washington department
store, advertised a
special on their least expensive "playwear for
newborns" at $2.08.

Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Campbell
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard attend. The couples reCampbell and Mr. and quest that guests not brMrs. Luther Hamilton ing gifts.
will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversaries
Mrs. Hamilton and
with an open house Mrs. Campbell are
reception from 2 to 5 related and the anniverp.m. on Sunday, Feb. 26, sary also is a family
at Paris Landing Inn.
reunion of the Owens,
Winchester, Campbell,
All friends and Boyd, Stubblefield and
relatives are invited to McCuiston families.

The couples were
married two days apart
in 1934 and for many
years farmed close
together in the E.S.
Owens farm
neighborhood in Henry
County, Tenn., which is
now a subdivision.
Early in the 1950s,
both families moved

Mr. and Mrs. Luther Hamilton
north, the Campbells to Mrs. Campbell are
Detroit, Mich., and the Shirley West, Gilbert
Hamiltons to Chicago, Campbell, Wanda
Ill. Now retired, the Goodier and Nancy La
couples are neighbors Franca of Michigan and
on Friendship Church Betty Roy of Ohio.
Children of Mr. and
Road in Henry County.
Mrs. Hamilton are
Term.
The children of the Elroy Hamilton, Bill
couples will be hosts for Hamilton, Dale
Hamilton and Janet
the occasion.
Children of TYI. and Kozak of Illinois and

DATEBOOK
Parents to hear Brock

NARFE plans meeting

The Compassionate Parents will hear Don
Brock speak on "Good Grief" at the meeting on
Thursday, Feb. 23, at 7:30 p.m. at the Calloway
County Health Center. He is program director of
the Murray-Calloway Mental Health Department and has been with that department for 15
years. He also serves on many boards concerning a wide variety of civic and local concerns in
this area.
Lillian Robertson, coordinator for the Parents
Support Group, urges all members and interested persons to attend. This group meets
monthly at the Health Center. Any person who
has lost a child or young adult through death is
encouraged to attend. Mrs. Robertson has a
newsletter,"The Compassionate Parent," which
she prints. each month to send to group members
and other interested persons.

The Kentucky Lake Chapter of the National
Association of'Retired Federal Employees will
meet Friday, Feb. 24, at 9:30 a.m. at the
Calloway Public Library. Jack Gardner will present a program on "Medical Insurance Alternatives and Excess Coverages." All members,
all retired federal employees not members and
federal employees planning to retire soon are invited to attend the meeting, a chapter
spokesman said.

Tennis play Thursday
Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country
Club will play Thursday, Feb. 23, at Kenlake
Tennis Center. The group will meet at 8:30 a.m.
at parking lot of Murray-Calloway County Park
to go to Kenlake.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Renee
Wynn, Annette Alexander, Gayle Foster and
Martha Andrus; Court Two — Kathy Kopperud,
Alice Rouse, Carol Waller and Cindy Dunn;
Court Three — Ann Uddberg, Kay Ray, Dianne
Buckingham and Marilyn Germann; Court Four
— Vickie Jones, Vicky Holton, Cathy Mattis and
Cecilia Brock.

Spelling Bee Saturday
The First District Kentucky Education
Association President's Spelling Bee will be
Saturday, Feb. 25, at 10 a.m. at Lowes School
Cafeteria in Graves County. The contestants will
be winners of local area spelling bees in 17 school
districts throughout Western Kentucky, according to Jerry Alleyne, KEA spokesman.

Brandsasse in Army
Army Pvt. Michael J. Brandsasse, son of
Phyllis Brawner of Rt. 5, Murray, and Tom
Brandsasse, 1620 N. St. Joe, Evansville, Ind., has
completed training as an Army military police
specialist under the one station unit training
(OSUT I program at Fort McClellan, Ala. OSUT
is a 13-week period which combines basic Aining with advanced individual training. Students
were trained in civil and military law, traffic
control, map reading and self-defense. He is a
1980 graduate of Benjamin Bosse High School,
Evansville.

Pageant scheduled
The Kentucky Miss Charm Scholarship
Pageant is looking for young ladies to represent
their school, civic'organization or city/community at the upcoming State Finals to be held March
31 and april 1 at the Holiday Inn-East, Lexington.
Five age divisions are Little Miss (4-6), Miss
Ideal (7-9), Junior Miss (10-12), Teen (13-16) and
Miss (17-25). Each will compete in a private interview, talent and evening gown.
Over $4,000 in scholarships, prizes and awards
will be presented throughout the state finals. The
five winners will represent Kentucky at the National Finals in Washington, D.C., July 10-14
where over $20,000 in scholarships and prizes will
be awarded. For information male a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope, stating your
age to Kentucky Miss Charm, P.O. Box 22881,
Lexington, Ky. 40522, or call 1-606-266-5861 or
1-606-277-4572.

cantrol cantor 753-3314

Patti Meyers lost 167 POUNDS
And Will Be At The Murray Diet Center
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Marseda Laing of
Oregon.
Each of the couples
have 12 grandchildren
who are all expected to
be present for the
occasion.
Both Mr. and Mrs.
Campbell and Mr. and
Mrs. Hamilton have
many relatives in
Calloway County.
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' All Wicker, Brass
Lamps, and
Pictures
Thurs., Fri. and Sat.
Feb. 23, 24, 25

It's Out with
the Old and
In with the
new at the
Treasure House.
We're making
- room for
new inventory.
Come Save!

The
Treasure
House
South 12th
Southsido Shopping
Cantor

Wed. The
22nd. In
honor of
this event,
Diet Center
is offering a
Special $10
off for new
dieters thru
Feb. 29th!

Zetas to hear Weber
The Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will meet Thursday, Feb. 23, at 7 p.m. on
the third floor of the Lowry Center, Murray State
University. Dr. Neil Weber will present the program on "Eye on thvPlanet." Hostesses will be
Jo Ann Cohoon May Moore Lassiter, Barbara
Erwin, Hazel Beale and Betty Lou Farris.

'Burnout' workshop
scheduled on Friday
A workshop entitled
"So You Are All Burned
Out: You Can Renew
with a More Self Manageh Work Style," will be
on Friday, Feb. 24, from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Mississippi Room, Curris Center, Murray
State University.
The workshop will be
conducted by Dr.
Thomas F. Holcomb,
professor of Guidance
and Counseling at MSU.
He has conducted
numerous workshops on
this topic for a wide
range of businesses and
professional groups.
Holcomb said "Burnout is a contemporary
stress related problem
that is progressive in
nature. Individuals who
are suffering burnout
are worn down physically and psychologically.
Consequently their enthusiasm, spontenity
and drive are gone.
"They are merely going through the motions
of their job or work. It is
a very difficult and try-

ing time. It cost
businesses and industry
billions of dollars a year
in medical expenses,
absenteeism, turnover
and lowered morale and
productivity."
Participants in this
workshop will have an
opportunity to understand what causes burnout and to examine and
explore their own personal burnout problems
and concerns.
Special emphasis will
be on renewing or
recharing the individual
to deal more effectively
with personal stressors
through self management techniques, Holcomb said.
The cost of this one
day workshop is $25
which includes
materials. Enrollment
will be limited.
For advanced
registration or information contact Dr.
Holcomb at the Department of Professional
Studies, Murray State
University, 762-2795.

Italian Spaghetti
Special
WIth Garlic Bread
Salad 59' Istro
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Coming community events
Tuesday, Feb. 21
Quilt Lovers will meet
at 6 p.m. at Calloway
Public Library. All interested persons are
invited.

OS

Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
club house. Members
note change in time.

NMI

Murray Branch of
AAUW will meet at 7
p.m. at Commerce Centre, Highway 641 North.
Retirees of Local 1068UAW-AFL-CIO and any
er locals will have a
C vered dish supper at
51.30 p.m. at First ChrisAian Church.
Murray Toastmasters
Club will meet at 6:59
p.m. at Western Sizzlin
Restaurant.

SPEECH WINNER - Natalie McDougal, left, was named first place winner in the
Student Speech Contest sponsored by Sigma Department of Muray Woman's Club.
Kimberly Goetz, right, was named as second place winner. Ann Uddberg, second
left, is chairman of the Sigma Department. Pat Latinier, second right, is president
of the Hazel Woman's Club.

Southwest Elementary School PTC will
have skate night at 6
p.m. at Roller Skating of
Murray.

Speech contest held
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Tuesday, Feb. 21
Thursday, Feb. 23
Thursday, Feb.23
Parents Anonymous meet at 11:30 a.m. in
Community Theatre
will meet at 6:30 p.m. Commonwealth Room, will present "An EvenFor information call Curris Center, Murray ing of One Act Plays" at
762-2504, 753-4126, State University.
Pagliai's. Dinner will be
753-8987 or 762-2667.
from 7:30 to 8:25 p.m.
Zeta Department of with the plays to follow.
Murray Optimist Club Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at will meet at 7 p.m. on
Dick Jackson will preHomeplace Restaurant. third floor of Lowry sent a critique at 6 p.m.
Center, Murray State at Murray Art Guild.
Murray Assembly No. University.
19 Order of the Rainbow
Murray Chapter No.
for Girls will meet at 7
Front Porch Swing 92 Royal Arch Masons
p.m. at lodge hall.
will meet at 7 p.m. at will have a sweetheart
First Christian Church. dinner at 6:30 p.m. at
Murray TOPS (take
DeVanti's.
off pounds sensibly)
Chapter 50 of Disabled
Club will meet at 7 p.m. American Veterans
and
The Single Connection
at Health Center.
Auxiliary will meet at 7 will meet at 7 p.m. for
p.m. at Legion Hall.
its discussion session in
Interest- ed Vietnam
third floor classroom,
Veterans and other perSenior citizens acsons will meet at 7 p.m.
tivities will be from 10
at Pagliai's.
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
Murray Band Boostes and Douglas Centers
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in and from 10 a.m. to 3
band room of Murray p.m. at Ellis Center.
Current best sellers
High School.
Mothers Morning out books for the week of
Church Growth Con- will be at 9 a.m. at Good Feb. 19 as released by
ference for Blood River Shepherd United Time magazine are as
follows:
Baptist Association will Methodist Church.
FICTION
be at 7 p.m. at First
The Rev. Raymond
1. "Pet Sematary,"
Baptist Church,
Riggs and a group from Stephen King
Murray.
Cookeville, Tenn., will
2. "Who Killed the
be at Colonial House Robins Family?" Adler
Murray Moose Lodge
Smorgasbord from 5 to & Chastain
will meet at 8 p.m. with
9:30 p.m.
3. "Poland," James
officers to meet at 7
Michener

Newborns, dismissals
released for Feb. 16 -

'Karma Chameleon' is top record

Collins' doll creates questions

Car Rental
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Ricky Skaggs' record
tops country-western
Best-selling countryWestern records of the
week of Feb. 19 based on
Cashbox magazine's nationwide survey were as
follows:
1. "Don't Cheat in Our
Hometown," Ricky
Skaggs
2. "Stay Young," Don
Williams
3. "Why Lady Why,"
Gary Morris
4. "After All," Ed

Bruce
5. "Two Car Garage,"
B.J. Thomas
6. "Elizabeth," The
Statler Brothers
7. "Lonely Women
Make Good Lovers,"
Steve Warbler
8. "Drinkin' My Back
Home," Gene Watson
9. "I Call It Love,"
Mel McDaniel
10. "Going, Going,
Gone," Lee Greenwood

Wed. 11 A.M. To 10 P.M.
10 Oz. Chop Steak
$329
with Salad Bar
or a
Hamburger With Fries $
1149
Fully Dressed
Inside Dining Only

Neil S. Allen, 103
Memorial, Paris,
Tenn.; Acre Miller, 1663
College Terrace Dr.;
Collice D. Scruggs, 600
Vine St.;
Fred H. Taylor, 1922
Red Oaks Dr., Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Callie V.
Dick, Box 1081, Paris,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Bess Jones,
Kirksey; Raymond Bennett, Rt. 3, Fulton;
James 0. Elkins, Rt. 1,
Almo.

4. "Smart Women,"
Judy Blume
5. "The Story of Henri
Tod," William Buckley
Jr.
6. "Changes,"
Danielle Steel
7. "Berlin Game,"
Len Deighton
8. "Almost Paradise,"
Susan Isaacs
9. "Hollywood
Wives," Jackie Collins
10. "Moreta," Anne
McCaffrey
NON-FICTION
1. "In Search of Excellence," Peters &
Waterman
2. "Nothing Down,"
Robert Allen
3. "Motherhood," Erma Bombeck
4. "Tough Times
Never Last, but Tough
People Do," Robert
Schuller
5. "The James Coco
Diet"
6. "Creating Wealth,"
Robert Allen
7. "Weightwatchers
Fast and Fabulous
Cookbook"
8. "Mayor," Edward
I. Koch
9. "On Wings of
Eagles," Ken Follett
10. "Seeds of
Greatness," Denis
Waitley
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Latex W Moist
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Reg.$ 15.99

$9.99

Gal

Buy 3 Gal. and get
a roller cover

FREE
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lATEXIN/0-

White and in stock
colors

WEE
• Apneas esety- does cloddy
• Matches Spred Seen Colors
• Foss, row dolour,

Reg. $18.99 Gal.

$12.99

spred
latex
enamel

Buy 3 Gal. and get
a roller cover

FREE
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ALLCOVESINGS

SPRING SPECIAL

20

Regular price
15' Sq. Ft.

EVERY YARD OF

FABRIC

9'x 12 Or Lamm

(Wall to

Wall, or la Oar Modern Plant)
*FREE ESTIMATES *
Phone 753-2553

BOONE'S CLEANERS
"The Cleaner Interested In Toe"

4

-40-q/A-10-**01-erfrep
•
' 4 -

NOT JUST A
FEW SELECTED
FABRIC ITEMS ON SALE
THAT MAY NOT FIT YOUR
PRESENT NEEDS I
WE ARE SELLING
EVERY TARO OF

PAIBRIC
se" OPP

THIS
WEEK
ONLY-for

OFF
Regular
Price,

BLACK'S
DECORATING
CENTER

CACRLPEEATN(lairGRUG

605 Alain St. Wormy Ky.

40.

•,,. ,
0-•
'.Y:

•

DeVanti's

-

6, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Sue K. Britt, Rt. 1,
Farmington;

Giernan's BEST

Good Thru
March 31, 1984

Alcoholics
Anonymous and AiAnon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at
First Christian Church,
Benton. For information
call 753-0061, 762-3399,
753-7764, 753-5094 or
753-7663.
-Kick-off for the community drive of Century
Club Scholarship FundRaising Effort at Murray State University
will be at 7:30 a.m. at
Holiday Inn, Murray.

Best seller books are
released for the week

Alcoholics
the Murray Woman's ment presented a check
Anonymous will meet at
Club at the Speech Con- to the Calloway County
8 p.m. in western portest of the First District High School Speech
tion of Livestock and
Kentucky Federation of Department for their Exposition Center.
participation in the local
Women's Clubs.
Second place was contest.
awarded to Kimberly
Kentucky Lake SecThe First District
Wednesday, Feb. 22
Goetz, an Eighth Grade Speech Contest will be, tion of American
Hazel and Douglas
student at Calloway held Saturday, March Chemical Society will Centers will be open
County Middle School. 10, at the Murray meet at Kentucky Dam from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
She will represent the Woman's Club House. Village State Resort for activities by senior
Hazel Woman's Club at Registration will be at 9 Park Convention citizens.
the District Contest.
a.m. and the contest Center.
The Sigma Depart- begins at 10 a.m.
Events at First
Census at MurrayPresbyterian Church Calloway County
will include choir prac- Hospital for Thursday,
tice and youth group, Feb. 16, was 98 adults
both at 6:30 p.m.
and five in nursery.
Best-selling records of
3. "Joanna," Kool and Have Fun," Cyndi
Newborn admissions
the week of Feb. 19 bas- the Gang
Lauper
Events at First United were as follows:
4. "Owner of a Lonely
ed on Cashbox
Baby Boy Swift,
8. "Talking in Your Methodist Church will
magazine's nationwide Heart," Yes
include Family Night parents, Rhonda and
Sieep,'.:
The
Romantics
survey were as follows:
5. "Break My Stride,"
Terry, Rt. 1 ,
9. "Nobody Told Me," dinner at 5:30 p.m.
1 . "Karma Matthew Wilder
Gilbertsville;
Chameleon," Culture
6. "Think of Laura," John Lennon
Events at First BapBaby Boy Washam,
Club
Christopher Cross
10. "99 Luftballoons," tist Church will include parents, Deborah and
2. "Jump," Van Haien
7. "Girls Just Want to Nena
Fellowship Supper at Eddie, Rt. 1, Benton;
5:45 p.m., children's
Baby Girl Ealey,
choirs at 6:30 p.m., parents, Dianna and
home mission book James, Rt. 8, Benton.
Dismissals were as
study at 6:45 p.m., youth
choir at 7 p.m. and adult follows:
choir at 7:45 p.m.
Mrs. Hester Elizabeth
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - coordinator of the display.
Gile and baby boy, Rt. 6,
Her father, Charles A. Wickliffe,
Will a tuxedoed miniature of Dr.
But after discussion, leaders was Kentucky governor in 1839;
Interested persons Benton; Seamus M. CofBill Collins, Kentucky's "first of the women's clubs decided not her brother, Robert Wickliffe, should register for fey, No. 58 giviera Cts.;
husband," interrupt the rows of to look for a male doll or craft a was a Louisiana governor; and a
Water-Color Class to be Miss Amanda J. Kelsey,
formally gowned dolls of the tiny tux.
conducted by Emily Rt. 5;
cousin, J. Proctor Knott, was
state's first ladies in a Capitol
Anthony W. Thomas,
-They plan to have a first Kentucky governor in 1888.
Wolfson from 10 a.m. to
display?
lady," Ms. Evans said.
For James B. McCreary, 3 p.m. at Murray Art Rt. 1, Almo; Justin R.
From Susanna Hart Shelby, "They've determined that Mrs. elected to a second term in 1911
Guild.
Parker, Rt. 3, Benton;
wife of Kentucky's first gover- Collins is actually Kentucky's after his wife died, the exhibit
Joe Donald Underwood,
nor in 1792, to Phyllis George first lady. There will be portrays his grandaughter, HarArea Target Council Puryear, Tenn.;
Brown, wife of former Gov. John something to indicate that she is riett Newberry McCreary, a
meeting will be at noon
Mrs. Sandra K.
Y. Brown Jr., who left office in also the governor."
teen-ager who served as hostess- at Country Crossroads, Bynum, Rt. 1, Almo;
Decemt•er, the collection is comThe exhibit is patterned on the "when not away at school," acHardin. For information Michael Adam Bell, Rt.
a.
plete st, far.
Smithsonian Institution's cording to the exhibit guidebook.
call 753-0708.
Four glass cases display the lifesize mannequins of the naMs. Evans said the Martha
Thursday, Feb. 23
18-inch French fashion dolls tion's first ladies and was Layne Collins doll, to be
Belated Valentine's
with identical china faces but created and presented to the presented during the federaDance will be at 7 p.m.
with eyes, hair and clothing to state in 1971.
tion's state convention in April, at Fern Terrace Lodge.
resemble the women they
There is precedent for not should fit with the purpose of the
portray.
depicting a governor's spouse, exhibit, which is educational.
Compassionate
Martha Layne Collins' elec- Ms. Evans said.
"It is basically to tell the state Parents Group will
tion as the state's first woman
For example, the doll for the something about the first meet at 7:30 p.m.
with
governor could have put a hitch administration of Lazarus W. ladies," she said.
Dr. Don Brock as
in the routine of the Kentucky Powell, a widower elected
Most of the recent ones are speaker at Calloway
Dwain Taylor
Federation of Women's Clubs, governor in 1851, is of Mary A. portrayed in their inaugural
Health Center. For inwhich exhibits the dolls.
Drake Metcalfe, wife of gowns, while some of the earlier formation
Chevrolet
call 753-3381.
Does her husband, orthodon- Secretary of State James P. dolls depict "what well-dressed
753-2617
tist and political strategist Bill Metcalfe, who served as Kentuckians of that era would
Magazine Club will
Collins, belong in line next to the Powell's hostess.
have worn."
Phyllis George Brown doll in its
Another doll portrays the
The gown for Susanna Shelby,
red and black likeness of her
mother of Gov. J.C.W. who lived in a two-story log
Albert Capraro-designed in- Beckham, also a widower when house on the Kentucky River
augural outfit?
elected in 1895. Julia Tevis before the days of a governor's
"A number of people have
Wickliffe Beckham was mansion, was copied from a porasked that," said Helen Evans, prepared for the hostess duties. trait, Ms. Evans said.

The Student Speech
Contest of the Murray
Woman's Club was on
Monday, Feb. 13. This
was sponsored by the
Sigma Department of
the club.
The contest was
limited to Seventh,
Eighth and Ninth Grade
Students from Calloway
County and Murray City
Schools.
The students competed in the speech
category of Monologue.
The judges were Cheryl
Sullenger, Gina Thomas
and Christine Shelton
from the Murray State
University Speech
Department.
Natalie McDougal, a
freshman at Calloway
County High School,
was the first place winner. She will represent

Thursday,Feb.23
Education Building,
First United Methodist
Church.
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HEALTH

Louisville woman to help carry Olympic torch

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
( AP I — Using proceeds
from bake sales and rel.
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D. fles and a $500 donation,
a telephone company
tie bit about gold salts"
20 to 30 treatments.
employee is within
DEAR READER — InjecIt has a number of side striking distance of
tions of gold is an old treat- effects. It can affect your
ment. It fell Into disrepute a blood-forming mechanism, fulfilling her Olympic
number of years ago, but in which is why it's important dream.
"I'm on a cloud," said
recent years it's been to be carefully monitored
revived to treat rheumatoid when you're taking it. I'm Melinda Warren of
arthritis. It's very helpful in sure your doctor will do that Louisville. "This is such
selected cases.
and I wouldn't be afraid to an opportunity that
No one knows how gold try it if your doctor has sug- most people in their life
works and it usually doesn't gested it.
will never get."
do any good unless you have
You could also consider
She will he one of
taking a little more predni- several thousand who
sone. Less than 10 mg a day for one kilometer each
usually won't cause any will
carry the Olympic
BOBBY WOLFF
complications. The large
torch
on a 7,000-mile
doses used in the early days
of treating arthritis with winding journey from
NORTH
2.21-A
corticosteroids are not com- New York to Los
•10 7 3
monly prescribed anymore. Angeles, the site of the
•A 1083
summer Olympics.
•8 4
Other forms of treatment
Although she has been
•A K 107
are briefly discussed in the
an
athlete all of her life,
WEST
EAST
Health Letter SR-10, Rheu•AK98542 •Q
matoid Arthritis. and Miss Warren wasn't
V9
41J76542
Ankylosing Spondylitis. selected for her height
•3
•K.152
which I'm sending you. Oth- or her speed but
+6543
•J 9
ers who want this issue can because of a $3,000 donaSOUTH
send 75 cents with a long, tion that qualifies her
•J 6
stamped, self-addressed for the Olympic Torch
•K Q
•A Q 10 9 7 6
envelope for it to me, in care Relay. 4Q 8 2
of this newsppaer. P.O. Box
If all goes as planned,
1551, Radio City Station,
she will carry the torch
Vulnerable Both Dealer
10019.
New York, NY
South The bidding
one kilometer (.6 of a
South West
North East
DEAR DR. LAMB -- My mile) on its leg through
l•
Dbl • Pass
husband developed frostbite Louisville, probably on
35
Pass
340
Pass
on his toe. He used every May 26. The itinerary
4•
Pass
5*
All
precaution he could think of also includes Frankfort
Pass
but he still got a spot of it. and Lexington.
'negative double
How can he prevent this
The idea originated
Opening lead Spade king
from happening again?
with the Los Angeles
DEAR READER — The Olympics Organizing
the deep trump finesse feet are more susceptible to Committee, which is
However, he would not have cold than the hands. You can
selling kilometers in the
been able to cope with warm cold hands by exposEast's four trumps, and the ing them to warm tempera- coast-to-coast relay.
game would have gone one ture or warm water. But the For $3,000, the donor
down
feet will not get warm may carry the Olympic
unless you wank the entire torch, bearing the
Bid with The Aces
body. Therefore, to prevent original flame for the
cold feet, you must keep the summer games that will
South holds
2-2I-B
entire body warm.
be kindled May 7 on
Heat is rapidly conducted Mount Olympus using
•10 7 3
•A 10 8 3
through the bottom of mirrors.
•8 4
footwear to the surface on
Throughout the coun4 A K 107
which a person is standing. try, for nearly three
North South
If a person is standing on months, the flame will
i•
cold stone, it's almost the
pass from torch to
i•
same as being barefooted.
making its way
torch,
You want as thick a subANSWER: Two clubs. Show
stance as possible between through about 30 states
the clubs; opener's next bid
the bottom of the foot and in 82 days, accompanied
should clarify whether
by a 27-vehicle caravan.
the cold surface.
game may be worth a shot.
To make sure the
Thermal
socks
and
sever--Seed bridge questions to The Aces." al layers of socks with a precious flame doesn't
PO. Box 12343, Dallas, Texas 75225.
shoe or boot that has a thick go out, it also will be
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
carried in the caravan
sole are recommended.
for reply
• in three miner's lamps.
The committee hopes
to
raise $30 million, with
Our New Location
the money going to the

Boys' and Girls' Clubs by focusing sunlight on
of America, the YMCA tinder using mirrors.
and the Special " Some 600 runners will
Olympics.
relay the flame to
So far, Miss Warren, Athens. From there, it
28, is the only torch. will be flown to New
bearer in Louisville, but York and the longest
Gordon Brown, ex- Olympic relay in history
ecutive director of the ;
will begin.
local Boys' Club of
AT&T is spending $5
America, said he pro- million to organize the
bably can sell at least relay and will supply 200
three more kilometers runners, called the
now that the route cadre, who will fill in the
through Louisville is all gaps between paying
but confirmed.
runners. To keep the
The relay begins on Cadre on the road
May 4, after the tradi- almost around the
tional ceremony in clock, the 27-vehicle
Olympus in which a caravan will be put to
Greek actress portray- use.
ing a priestess will kinDonated by General
dle the Olympic flame Motors Co. Truck and
at the Temple of Hera Coach. the caravan will

Gold salt injections
.7* ••••<

DEAR DR, LAMB — I'm
34 and have had rheumatoid
arthritis for seven years. I
take 12 Bufferin tablets a
day, plus 5 mg of prednisone.
At my last checkup my
doctor noted the inflammation was not controlled
enough and suggested I consider taking gold salt injections. Could you tell me a lit-

THE ACES
-Hindsight is the ability'
to see the opportunities
you've missed- — Arnold
Glasow
.....

1

If a defender leads the
king from A-K and his partner drops the queen, it
promises either a singleton
queen or both the queen and
jack. In the latter case, the
leader is asked to underlead
his ace to give partner the
lead. Does it ever hurt to
underlead the ace when the
queen is singleton? Rarely,
but it can happen. Here's an
example played at the Dallas Regional Tournament by
Jim Musumeci of Austin,
Texas.
West led the spade king
and East dropped the queen,
perforce.
West
now
underled his spade ace,
thinking he was doing what
East wanted him to do. East
was forced to ruff and East
exited with the club jack to
dummy's king.
Rising to the occasion,
Jim read the position accurately and passed dummy's
diamond eight for a deep
finesse. It won, and after
another trump finesse, the
game was duly scored.
Should West have foreseen what was due to take
place? The answer is
cloudy. West's play could
easily have been a winner,
had South held better diamonds and little in hearts
and clubs. (Had East held
the Q-J of spades, the play
. of the spade ace would have
established dummy's 10.)
Had West decided to take
his spade ace, South would
still have been able to take

At Whitnell & Glendale
Behind Big Johns.

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Garland
"Bugs" Wilson Jr.
counts some of Kentucky's most powerful
political leaders among
his best customers.
"(Former Gov.) John
Y. and Phyllis (Brown)
used to come down and
see me. I know (former
Gov.) Julian Carroll.
Governor (Martha
Layne) Collins knows
me but she hasn't had
time yet to visit," said
Wilson.
"All the Supreme
Court judges know me
and so do many
legislators, reporters
and regulars who work
in the Capitol."
Wilson, whose
nickname comes from
the "June Bug" label
that friends gave him
while he was growing up
in Martin County, is one
of 73 blind people who

1

$ 1 00
OFF

OFF

Prescription Refills, New
or Transferred.

Double Color Prints
110, 126, Disc & 35 mm
With This Coupon

With This Coupon

stockthe•reezer

14 Pound Box of 100% Pure

Ground Beef

Quarter Pound Patties $

1946

Smoked

Jowl

By The Piece...Lb. 99
1

Old Fashioned

Hillbilly Franks

Lb 5169

Small Lean Meaty

Pork Ribs

Lb. $ 1 59

Frosty Acres

Corn On Me Cob

96 Pieces $ 117
79

WASHINGTON (AP)
— An 84-year-old
wheelchair -bound
woman living off her
savings underpaid her
$515 federal income
taxes by 60 cents and got

Your Individual
Horoscope
FOR WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY22,1964
What kind of day will tomor- SCORPIO
row be? To find out what the (Oct.23 to Nov.21)
stars say, read the forecast
Deceptive trends require
given for your birth sign.
care in financial matters. You
owe someone a visit. Students
ARM
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) TA have improved :concentration
Watch off-the-cuff remarks after dark.
that might antagonize others. SAGI1TARIUS
You could be misquoted. Ex- (Nov.= to Dec.21) "
Daytime brings some tense
press your thoughts clearly.
moments
with family, but
TAURUS
things are mellow later. You
( Apr. 20 to May 20) 64i47
Money you've been waiting profit through study and
for comes through, but it's a research at home.
1,44
poor time for financial deal- CAPRICORN
ings. Evening favors social ac- (Dec.flto Jan. 19) YJ
Bypass go-betweens and
tivities.
deal directly with higher-ups.
GEMINI
Despite some friction, you'll
May 21 to June 20) 11.1
9
Higher-ups need to be handl- put the finishing touches on a
ed tactfully, though you will project.
make important work pro- AQUARIUS
gress. Success comes for the (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Business is a source of
industrious.
satisfaction now. Fights about
CANCER
(June 21 to July 72) 480(C) money could arise on a date or
Expect some confusion at with children.
work. Low-keyed activities PISCES
X
Qr
keep you out of trouble. Enjoy (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Be
less
insistent
on
having
a familiar haunt with a loved
your way at home. You'll have
one after dark.
more fun going out for good
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22) 4244g times than entertaining.
Mixed signals from a Relax.
romantic interest may
YOU BORN TODAY are
perplex you. Attending to idealistic yet practical. You
domestic responsibilities have a fine intuition, though
should be a priority item.
you can be skeptical. You
VIRGO
would succeed in banking,
(Aug.73to Sept. 22) W011 manufacturing and engineerFriction with a dear one ing. You're naturally drawn to
could arise over a work mat- humanitarian pursuits and
ter, but evening brings a tur- would be a fine spokesperson
nabout in your affairs. The ac- for a pie. Your invencent is on fun.
tiveness extends to artistic
LIBRA
areas and you're capable of
(Sept.23 to Oct. 22) an establishing a new line of
Don't argue with co- thought. Nervous and highworkers. Hold fast to your strung, you find an outlet for
ethical standards. Evening br- your temperament in work,
ings rewards for past career which tends to settle you
efforts.
down.

Sox

Choice Sides of Beef
225 To 300 Lb.
Cat, Wrapped & Frozen

$ 1 39
Ls.

GIBSON HAM CO.

Phone 753-1801
7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-fd.
We Accept
107 N. 3rd St.
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Set.
Food Stamps
"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"

a bill for interest and
penalties totaling $50.28.
It was enough to upset
even a mild-mannered
politician.
The situation was "so
absurd that I was ready
to flay the hide of the
first IRS official I could
reach," Sen. Nancy
Landon Kassebaum, RKan., recalled in a
Senate speech. When
she cooled off enough to
put her staff to work on
the problem she found
the plight of the elderly
woman was not unusual
— and it was not the
fault of the Internal
Revenue Service.
The root of the taxpayer's trouble was not
that she had
miscalculated her taxes
by 60 cents but that she
had not filed a quarterly
estimated tax return.
"She didn't file it
because she had never
heard of it," Mrs.
Kassebaum said.
Congressional aides
estimate 300,000 or more
elderly people a year
get into trouble with the
IRS because they don't
know about the requirement. IRS officials note
the law makes no provision for waiving the
penalty, even when
failure to file the
quarterly document is
due to ignorance of the
law.
Sens. Kassebaum and
John Heinz, R-Pa., are
sponsoring a bill to excuse the penalty in just
such cases if the taxpayer is 65-or older or is
retired.
The case of the
unidentified Kansas City woman points up the
need for millions of people to file quarterly
returns and pay a portion of their taxes in
advance.
Under the tax law, a
person who earns a taxable income that is not
subject to withholding
must estimate what is
owed and pay a share of
it each quarter.

have the good sense to
ask for help. I think
more handicapped people should not be afraid
to ask for help."
Only occasionally, he
said, do customers take
advantage of his
handicap.
"I lose a little money
to cheaters," Wilson
said. "If I'm wary of someone, their bill is
wrinkled or they say
they have a $20 bill to
buy a pack of gum, I'll
ask somebody else to
verify the money for
me. But most people are
honest."
Wilson and the other
blind vendors operate
under contracts with the
division of business
enterprises in the
Department for the
Blind.
Tom Locke, director
of the agency, described
the relationship with the
vendors as a blue-ribbon
rehabilitation program
that Kentucky has had
since the 19408.

"We find and set up
suitable locations for
vending facilities in
state, federal and
private buildings, train
legally blind people 10
weeks to operate them,
and then independently
contract out with
them," said Locke,
whose division has a
$500,000 annual budget.
"These people are not
state employees. They
are independent
businessmen who have
a degree of state
assistance."
The vendors purchase
their merchandise,
while the state furnishes
and maintains equipment, such as soft drink
and coffee machines.
The vendors, whose
gross sales topped $5
million in 1983, pay 10
percent of their monthly
net profits to the state,
which received $150,000
from them last year.
The average vendor netted $18,000.

Soviet use of chemical
weapons down in 1983
WASHINGTON (AP)
— In a major turnabout,
Soviet use of chemical
weapons in Afghanistan
dropped sharply last
year and use of Sovietsupplied chemical
weapons in Cambodia
and Laos also killed
fewer people, the
Reagan administration
said today.
The State Department
report to the United Nations contrasted with
previous years, when
the administration
charged that more than
10,000 people were killed
by chemical weapons in
the three nations where
resistance fighters are
opposing communist
governments.
"There appears to
have been a diminution
of attacks in
Afghanistan," said the
report.
It noted that the
United States has been
unable to confirm a
single Soviet chemical
weapons attack last
year, even though
several were reported.
In 1982, the report noted,
there was "strong
evidence of several
dozen chemical attacks
in Afghanistan" that
killed more than 300

people.
The report gave no
reasons for the
slowdown in Soviet attacks and a State
Department official
said the United States
doesn't know whether
the change was caused
for tactical military
reasons or because the
Soviets are responding
to a drumbeat of
criticism from the
United States and some
of its allies.
In Laos, only onethird as many people
were reported killed as
in 1982, when at least 85
died from "yellow rain"
attacks. In Cambodia,
chemical-caused deaths
"decreased significantly" from the previous
year, when at least 65
people died, the report
said.
The document also
said less toxic weapons
were being used in Laos
and Cambodia.
The Soviets have
denied using chemical
weapons and say they
are adhering to the 1925
Geneva Protocol on use
of chemical weapons in
war and a 1972 treaty
outlawing toxin and
biological weapons.

Gulf island nation reports
no rain for 313 days
MANAMA, Bahrain end of the month, it will
(AP) — No rain has be the first time 10 monfallen in Bahrian for 313 ths have passed without
days, the longest dry rain since records
spell since 1965-66, began to be kept in 1928.
meteorologists reported
today.
The Arabian peninThe Meteorological sula has experienced
Department on this Per- one of its driest winters
sian Gulf island nation in two decades this
said the last precipita- year, and there is contion was recorded April cern over the effects of
12, 1983.
the dry spell on crops,
If no measurable rain- pastureland and water
fall occurs before the supplies.

SPECIAL

Steak Finger Basket

— Wholesale & Retail Meat —

have vending contracts
with the state.
Blinded by an eye
disease 15 years ago,
Wilson, now 39, has been
operating a concession
stand in the basement of
the Capitol since 1978.
After high school,
Wilson worked with his
father in the timber
business and planned a
truck-driving career.
But then the eye
disease, retinitis
pigmentosa, worsened.
Eventually he could
distinguish only
daylight and darkness.
He lives in Frankfort
with his Seeing Eye dog,
TJ, and says he enjoys
his work and his
customers.
"Sure, it was hard losing my sight. But I just
decided that's the way it
is, and I had no way to
change it. When I get
stuck with a problem, I

Senator defends elderly
woman penalized by IRS

ntAc•

00

the Olympic flame risks
being gravely insulted
for the first time in its
history," Mayor Spyros
Foteinos said in the
open letter to Bradley, a
copy of which was made
available to The
Associated Press in
Athena.
Foteinos has threatened to prevent the torch
from being lit May 4.
Despite the Greek objections, the International Olympic Committee has upheld the relay
idea.
"The Olympic torch
and the flame are the
property of the IOC, not
of Olympia," IOC director Monique Berlioux
said.

Politicans good customers for blind man

Frances Drake

$

include 14 motor homes
to house and feed the
runners and media
personnel.
The Greeks aren't
happy with the relay
plan, maintaining that it
would be a commercialization of the sacred
tradition.
The mayor of Olympia said Monday the
sponsorship plan is
"disrespectful to our
history and civilization"
and called on Los
Angeles Mayor Tom
Bradley to "protect the
prestige" of this summer's Olympics by opposing the idea.
Residents of the ancient Greek city "are
deeply concerned that

Includes French Fries,
Toasted Bun & Slaw,
Reg. Drink & The Best
Steak Fingers In Town
Special Good Feb. 17-23

Convenient Drive Through Window

TJ's Bar-B-Q
Chostnut St.

For all your

T.-ovel Reservotions Coll

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880
•epresPotIng

American

anti International Traveltime

753-0045

Car Rental
Call:
Gene
Buhmann
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet
753-2617
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on the house

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

here's the answer

By ANDY LANG
house found its way out many forms of wrappAP Newsfeatures
fairly quickly.
ing material made
There is one sure way
There are a number of especially for this
purof answering hundreds ways to get rid of pose.
Once you do this,
By ANDY LANG
should never be mixed
of readers' queries at moisture. It can be trap- the
condensation will
AP Newsfeatures
the same time: Write ped in a dehumidifier,
with ammonia, yet a
end.
neighbor says a mixture
about condensation.
helped to leave via an
Very few homeowners
Q. — Two of the out- of bleach and ammonia
The subject of exhaust fan and given do not
have trouble
side walls of our house is good for cleaning the
sweating windows, exits such as vents in someti
me in their lives
have what I understand grout between
walls, pipes, toilet the house's siding or
83-0
with sweating toilet
is called alligatoring; bathroom floor tiles.
tanks, etc., apparently other outer covering. tanks.
That's because
that is, there are What is your opinion?
concerns more Actually, a simple thing the
cold water which
snakelike scales in
A. — Mixing bleach
homeowners than any such as opening one or stays
in the tank at all
various places. Is there and ammonia will cause
other single topic in the more windows in the
times makes the outside
anything special that toxic fumes. Do not mix
do-it-yourself area. area usually will do the
of the tank cold. Then,
should be done to the them.
What causes it, trick. Test it yourself when
there is high
surface before the house
• • •
everybody wants to some day. If, for in- humidi
ty in the house,
is repainted?
Q. — When we moved
know, and how can I stance, your living room the moist
air settles on
A. — It depends on into our house, the attic
eliminate it?
windows are dripping the cold tank and you
how badly the surface is was not finished, but the
Condensation, in the water on the inside, 'have condens
ation. To
marred. If there merely previous owner had put
sense discussed here, is open a window in the the uniniti
ated, it may
TyR
_AR
are lots of fine cracks, up the framework, as he
the change from high room and watch how the
,ARAGE
appear the tank is leakthe chances are you can intended to finish the athumidity or heavy formation of condensaing when actually it is
repaint the house after tic but never got around
moisture to water. tion ends rather quickly, only
condensation.
sanding down any ir- to it. We have decided to
When air is warm and sometimes within 10 to
There are several
regularities. If, complete the job. The
saturated with or 15 minutes. Under solutio
ns to this prohowever, water has only trouble is that when
moisture, it changes in- certain weather condi- blem.
A simple thing
started to seep through we began to take
to water as it settles on a tions, as when the like coverin
g the cold
the cracks to the sur- measurements so that
cold surface. The most humidity outside is very areas with
a fabric will
HAIZIOM
face, painting will be of we could buy insulation
common form in a house high, this magical result
solve it. So will keeping
little use until a batts, we discovered
THE LARGE ENTRANCE GALLERY AND living room
Is that seen on a window may not take place, but
a window open when
thorough scraping has that the studs were set
of
pane on a cold day. It will happen whenever moisture
this
ranch
house effectively separate the sleeping and seris being
been done, followed by a 20 inches apart on
When you see water on It is cold outside and created,
vicureas. The rear of the living room has a sliding glass wall
such as during
careful sanding.
center instead of the
the pane, you know warm inside.
a shower or bath.
whithleads to a porch. There are three bedrooms. Plan
• • •
standard 16- or 24-inch
there is a lot of warm,
Allowing the moisture
-There are two more
Q. — I know that col- spacings. How can we
HA1210M has 1,674 square feet. For more information write
moist air in the house to escape is only part of permanent
solutions.
ors
can affect the ap- handle that? Don't batts
—
enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to Maste
and you know the win- the answer. The other One is
to have a
r
parent sizes of rooms. I come only in sizes to fit
dow pane is cold. If that Important element is
Plan Service, 89 East Jericho Tpke., Mineola, N. Y. 11501
plumber install a mixsometimes read about 16- and 24 -inch
.
high humidity has a the warming of the cold
ing valve at the fixture,
cool colors and warm spacings?
place to escape, it seizes surfaces. Your windows so that
water going into
colors.
While I have a
A. — Yes, but if you go
it and leaves the house. may need storm win- the tank
is lukewarm
general idea of which to your dealer well
If not, it settles on the dows outside them or and not
cold. The other
colors they are, can you ahead of the installation
cold pane and con- some kind of plastic or is to drain
the inside of
be specific? I am and explain your
denses. There are many other material inside the tank
and cover it
especially interested in predicament to him, he
other manifestations of them. If you already with a special
material,
what can be done to a can order batts that will
condensation, among have storm windows
By BARBARA MAYER
usually of a foamlike
as working models for period with another, and long, narrow room.
fit your specific framing
the more usual being and sweating occurs inAP Newsfeatures
Baker craftsmen. (The they can be used to
consistency. In that
A. — The cool colors widths.
those which occur on side, it means cold air is way, the
When
Americans gift represents only a study
cold water in• 4 •
the development are blues, bluish greens
cold water pipes and on getting past the storm side the
tank does not think of Grand Rapids, small part of Baker's of techniques, such as and grays. The warm
Q.
—
The
studs in our
the outside of toilet windows; in other make the
they
probably think of holdings. There are carving or
outside of it
colors are red, oranges attic were put up before
finishing.
tanks.
words, they are not air- cold and there is no con- the Michigan city as more than 4,000 pieces
According to and yellows. Most other we moved in. They apIf we know what tight. If the sweating oc- densation.
Plumbing President Gerald R. of antique and original Elizabeth Crouch, ac- colors are in the pear to be 144 inches
causes condensation — curs on the inside of the supply houses
Ford's home town.
furniture which the ting director of the "neutral" category. To apart. Instruc
, home
tions for
warm, moist air settling storm windows, it centers
However, those company display
, some lumber
s at its Grand Rapids Museum, make a long, narrow finishing the attic say
on cold surfaces — we means the inside winfamilia
r
with
the
history
own
museum in longrange plans call for room appear more the-studs should
yards and some hardbe 16 inare halfway to the solu- dows are not airtight. In ware stores
carry this of furniture-making in Holland, Mich.)
the growth of the fur- square, the two end ches apart "on center,"
tion. Either the heavily such a case, on a very material, often
the
United
States
know
The
pieces donated to niture collection itself walls should be painted a confusing term to
in kit
me.
laden air must be per- cold day the water on form.
Grand Rapids was once the Grand Rapids Art and of
related exhibition a warmer color than the Can you give me some
mitted to get out of the the inside of the storm
the
center
of
Americ
an
Museum are particular- and scholarly activities. other walls.
Sweating windows,
explanation?
house before it does any windows will freeze and walls, pipes,
furniture ly representati
• • •
toilet
ve of She expects the developA. — It means 16 insettling, or the surfaces cause what we call tanks, etc.?
manufacturing.
18th-century designs ment of the collection
Allow the
Q. — I want to make a ches from the center of
on which it is likely to frost.
In
the
1920s,
more from England and and its attenda
moist air to get out of
nt ac- garden entrance trellis one stud to the center of
settle must be made
Suppose you have cold the house or warm the than 75 companies had Europe, according to tivities
to
occupy
the of 2 by 4s and 1 by 2s. I the next. Since the width
warmer. Many years water pipes in a base- cold surface
facilities there. The David A. Hanks, a furs. Or both.
museu
m
for
at
least
the expect to use wood that of a stud is 14 inches,
ago, homeowners had ment or utility room and
wood they used in fur- niture authority and next five
• • •
years.
has been treated against the center of it is %ths of
very little trouble with they are dripping
(Do-it-yourselfers will niture construction was guest curator of a small
The museum, which decay. When the an inch from the edge.
condensation because water? Remember the find much
helpful data floated down the Grand Introductory exhibit was founded in 1936, uprights are set into the Measure from the
houses were not as air- principle that it is the on a variety
of subjects River after being logged which opens at the received accreditation ground, is it necessary center to the center of
tight as they are today. combination of warm, in Andy
museum March 8.
Lang's hand- In Northern Michigan.
In 1982 from the they be imbedded in the next. If it is 16 inAlso, appliances in moist air and a cold surEven today, several of
There are also some American Association concrete?
book, "Practical Home
ches, then the distance
those days did not emit face which brings this
Repairs," which can be the country's best important modern of Museums, after movA. — Yes, if a gate is between the studs
as hitch moisture ELS to- result. The easiest way obtained
regar
ded
furnit
ure pieces, including fur- ing into larger quarter
by sending
s. to be hung on the trellis. comes to 144 inches.
day. Given that com- to correct this is to $1.50 to
this paper at makers, such as Baker, niture by Charles It presently occupies a No, if not. But in the lat• • •
bination, any high cover the cold pipe sur- Box 5,
Teaneck, NJ Kindel, Herman Miller Eames and by the former U.S. post office ter case, be certain the
(Detail
s on insulating
humidity that was in the face with one of the 07666.)
and Steelcase, produce Danish designer, Finn and courth
ouse con- posts are firmly in an attic are included in
domestic and commer- Juhl. Chinese furnitu
re structed in 1911 in the place, helped by stones Andy Lang's booklet,
cial furniture in Grand is also represented.
Beaux Arts style.
and tamped earth. Find "Save Money by InRapids and its surrounThe importance of the
Since only about half out what the frost line is sulating," which can be
ding area.
new collection is not the space is being used in your area, then be obtained by sending
50
Now plans are afoot to that the pieces repre- for
the general collec- sure the uprights are set cents and a long,
restore the city's na- sent the highest form of tion of
the museum, below that line. The stamped,self-addressed
WASHINGTON ( AP ) percent ot the income
had more than $24,700 tional reputation as a art and skill. Some do, there is room for expan- lumber yard where
— Housing costs are necessary to
you envelope to Know-How,
buy a income and half less. furniture center — not but others
fall short of sion, she said.
buy the posts can advise P.O. Box 477, Huncoming down but are median -priced
home and that half the homes with production of more this exactin
g standard,
Even those you of the frost line.
still too steep for many costing $70,300.
tington, NY 11743. QuesMedian cost more than $70,300 furniture but with said
• • •
Hanks.
Americ
Further
families.
ans who never
tions of general interest
means half the families and half less.
development of what its more a numbe
r of travel to Grand Rapids
Q. — The bottle of will be answered in the
The National-Associasponsors say will be a museums, such as • the or
tion of Realtors said
enter its museum bleach I have says it column.)
unique museum collec- Metropolitan and might
that conclusion was basbenefit from the
tion of antique and Winterthur, already existence
ed on the rule of thumb
of the
ETERNAL FLOW
modern furniture.
display fine examples of collection.
By ANDY LANG
that a family should be
HOT SPRINGS, Ark. (
brick.Any
o. Some 15 million
The
nucleus
of
the
colfurnitu
AP
re-maki
Newsfea
ng.
tures
It is expected that furable to pay principal
gallons of pure spring water — enough
recommendations?
lection
is
to float
a
gift
of
365
Q. — We have a house
A study collection niture designers and
and interest on a home
the ocean liner Queen Elizabeth
A. — There are col- pieces
II
—
of
flows
furnit
ure
that
such
is
partly
as
this is valuable manufacturers will use
brick, and orless water repellents
loan with 25 percent of
naturally each year from a spring near
valued at about 8800,000 on several levels, accor- the
here.
museum as a
monthly income. The we want to paint the available which will
The spring, estimated by geologists to
donated to the Grand ding to Hanks. The resou
be about
figure does not include bricks white. We are protect the bricks from
rce, copying
3,500 years old, has the same flow today
Rapids
that it
Art
Museu
m by pieces may be admired authentic details of the
property taxes and in- thinking about using an rain and not change
did in 1541 when it was discovered by
Spanish
Baker,
exKnapp
&
Tubbs.
for
oil
themsel
paint
becaus
ves.
They furniture and in the proe we their appearance.
surance, which lenders
plorer Hernando De Soto. who came
to what is
In addition, the museum can form the basis for cess improving
• • •
usually collect as part of have heard it covers
on their
now the state of Arkansas, seeking gold.
plans to develop written comparison of one designs.
monthly mortgage better than latex. Is this
The natural phenomenon is known
Q. — We have some and taped
as the
materials on
true?
payments.
Mountain Valley spring.
outdoor redwood furthe
history
furnitu
of
re
A.
—
General
ly, oil niture. We want to put
The Realtors said
CUSTOM
design, to engage in
Monday the average paint covers better than some kind of coating on
811CION
scholar
ship
on
the
sublatex,
but
not
in all cir- it that will keep the
principal and interest
CABINITS
ject and to mount
753-5940
CUSTOM WOOD WORkING
payment on home mor- cumstances. In this par- natural look yet darken
traveling exhibitions
"—
tgages In 1983 dropped ticular case, you should the wood somewhat.
that will explore various
Solid Wood Cabinets 8 Raised Panel Doors
to $616 a month from not use oil paint because What do you advise?
aspects of the history
Birch•Oak 'Walnut • Cherry
8702 in 1982, and the the alkali in the mortar
A. — There are many and
techniques of furGuncases • Mantles • Bookcases
average payment in may attack the paint. kinds of water
niture design and
December had fallen to Use a latex paint made repellents on the
Kitchen Cabinet Tops
construction.
especially for masonry. market. Some retain
8597.
Custom
Built
Furniture 8, Furniture Refinshing
the
The collection was
Monthly mortgage --light appearance, some
viccn 21.4
COMPETITIVE PRICES
as
purcha
sed
origina
lly
1212 Main
by
Q. — We want to put a darken it a bit. Read
ot titan
payments consumed
comp MMUS Cji111111) \. 111.1
the Hollis S. Baker
over
Murray
DROP
sealer
AND
KY.
BY
SEE
on
intyraw
an
OUR
DISPLAY
exterio
”itir
pn)fits.
r labels and ask questions
29.9 percent of median
many decades to serve
family income last year, house wall made of of the dealer.
Why not give us a call!
compared with 35.9 per(kir n.1)ium:111.11i‘c will Ix- hank it) 111(11
with wits .ind shim- wiu how )tou can huikl our
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A modest rise in family incomes along with
slight declines in home
prices and mortgage interest rates combined in
r
,. •
December to reduce the
1" Aluminum Blinds
'% .2gf--„.
trade group's "afforill
.=1
‘r- I•
dability index" to 86.2
percent, with 100 perDepending on your window sizes,
cent the ideal.
you could save hundreds of
That meant that a
Ask to see
dollars on this once a decade
family with a median inWood Minds
Phone Robert Reid kw an appointment from
our 1972
sale. An entire collection of
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price book
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964-3311.
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colors and richly woven designs
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Plans underway for museum
collection of antique furniture

Housing costs are declining but
still too steep for nrny families
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Murray 39, Mayfield 38

Tennessee, time
trip Auburn, 57-54

a

By The Associated Press
First, the Tennessee Volunteers took their
time. Then they took care of 19th-ranked Auburn.
Using the Southeastern Conference's 45-second
shot clock to its advantage, Tennessee slowed
down the pace in dealing the Tigers a 57-54 loss in
college basketball Monday night.
"They ran 40 seconds off the clock and made us
play defense for 40 seconds and then would get
off a shot with five seconds left," lamented
Auburn Coach Sonny Smith. "Tennessee did
what it had to do to win. We didn't deserve to
win."
The score was tied 51-51 with 40 seconds left
when Wilie Burton made two fre throws to put
the visiting Volunteers ahead. Rob Jones then
tipped in Dan Federmann's missed free throw
with 11 seconds remaining for a four-point
cushion.
In other Top Twenty games, ninth-ranked
Texas-El Paso beat Colorado State 62-55 and No.
12 Memphis State nipped Southern Mississippi
69-67 in overtime.
Tennessee got balanced scoring as Jones led
the Vols with 13 points and Federmann and Kirk
Naler had 10 apiece.
The Tigers slipped to 16-7 overall and 10-4 in
the conference and missed a chance to tie Kentucky for the SEC lead. Tennessee is 16-11 overall
and 7-8 in the SEC.
Top Twenty
Texas-El Paso, 23-2, spent considerable time
at the foul line in downing Colorado State in
Western Athletic Conference action.
The host Miners hit nine of 11 free throws in the
first half and made 15 of 20 from the foul line
after intermission. The visitors, meanwhile, attempted just three free throws in the game.
Senior Fred Reynolds, who scored one point in
the first half, added 16 in the second half as
Texas-El Paso avenged its first, loss of the
season, which came at Colorado State last
month.
Southern Mississippi had chances to beat
Memphis State near the end of regulation and
again in overtime, but the Eagles did not take advantage of either opportunity and ended up losing the Metro Conference game at home.
With the score tied 67-67 in the closing seconds
of overtirne, Memphis State's Keith Lee stole the
ball as Southern Miss tried to set up for a final
shot. Lee passed to Andre Turner, who missed a
20-foot shot, but Lee tipped in the rebound at the
buzzer to win it.
Lee led Memphis State, 20-4. with 27 points and
15 rebounds.
With 11 seconds left in regulation and the game
tied, James Williams of Southern Miss missed
the front end of a one-and-one to send the game
into overtime.
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Lady Tigers edge Mayfield;
avoid 4th District coin toss

TIGER HUNT - Murray High's Leslie Thompson looks for help from a fellow Lady
Tiger as the Mayfield defense closes in. Thompson and her teammates held off a
stingy Mayfield attack to win the Fourth District game,39-38, and avoid a possible
coin toss which would have determined who faced Marshall County, ranked No.1 in
the state„ in the upcoming district tournament.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
MAYFIELD, Ky. Avoid a coin toss at all
costs.
That was the goal of
the Murray High Lady
Tigers Monday night at
Mayfield.
Avoid losing to the
Lady Cardinals and forcing a coin flip to determine who would be
seeded last in the
Fourth District tournament and thus have to
tday No.1 ranked Marshall County in the first
round - that's what
they set out to do.
And avoid a coin toss
they did. The Lady
Tigers watched with
horror as Teresa Fitzgerald unleashed a
30-foot desperation shot
at the buzzer, but when
the ball bounced
sideways off the rim the
Murray girls celebrated
their 39-38 salvation.
Murray Coach Jimmy
Harrell recalled the
fateful moment, "When
she (Fizgerald) took
that last shot it looked
on-line to me and I
thought ..." He finished
his statement with a
grimace, recalling what
it would be like risking
an entire season on one
rotating coin.
"You'd like to imagine you could go up
against any team with
your team having at
least a chance, or at
least thinking they've
got a chance to win. But
realistically, who is going to beat Marshall
County, the No.1 team in
the state, on their own
court?
"It's not a situatkin
we wanted to be in, I
guarantee you that."

But that is the situation Mayfield's Lady
Cardinals will be in
March 1 when the
district tournament
opens.
For awhile Monday
the Lady Tigers looked
as if they might have to
pit their entire postseason hopes on one
gamble, as they started
off sluggish and trailed
22-17 at halftime.
"We started off in our
press, but they dribbled
right through it. Normally when other teams
are doing that it means
your defense isn't moving. And when your people aren't moving they
tend to get a lot of
reaching-in fouls called
on them," Harrell said.
Such was the case
with the Murray girls.
By halftime three
starters were pinned
with their third foul and
near the end of the third
period reserve Kelly
Ridley also had her
third personal.
But Kelly Ridley's
third foul came almost a
full minute after her
older sister Diana
Ridley hit both ends of a
two-shot foul to give
Murray its' first lead of
the second half, 30-28.
Murray carried that
two-point margin into
the fourth quarter and
although the Lady
Cards cut it to one with
:15 remaining in the
game they could come
no closer than the final
score.
Senior Murray guard
Connie Spann made
sure of that as she collected 17 points to lead
all scorers. She scored
her teams last seven
points including a layup,

Girls Fourth District Tournament
Marshall Co.

March 1. 6 30 p.m.

Mayfield

March 3, 6:30 p.m.

Calloway Co.

Mardi 2, 6:30 p.m.

Murray

at Marshall County High School

Murray frosh nip CCHS, 45-43 OT
Southern Gold Drives Into Your Life

It's a
verylimited
edition Oldsmobile Cutlass...
and it's hot! Fifteen specialfeaturesfrom wire wheels
to special Firemist paintto98 Regency trim.
You get all this and more and save oVer $400
on features alone.
An exclusive offer from your Country OldsFriends dealer

Pores Motors locorpomted
Oldsomoillo-Pontiac-Cadillac-Bola
Csistesissig Aro Oar Maki Cavant"

1406 Walt Male',Murray,Ky.713-5315

CP
FAINYIS

The first time Murray
and Calloway County's
freshman boys teams
played the game ended
after five overtimes in
favor of Calloway. The
second time Calloway
won in four overtimes.
The third time being
the charm,as the saying
gots, Murray finally
ovgrcame the Laker
frosh, 45-43, in (you
guessed it) overtime.
Monday's game ended
after only one extra
period as Mark West
scored three of his
team's four points in OT
to give the Tigers their
first win this year over
the CCHS frosh and advance them in the
Fourth District tournament at CCHS.
The game almost ended without an extra
period as Murray made
a crucial mistake with
:01 on the clock by calling for timeout when

Car Rental
Call:
Gene
Buhmann
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet
753-2617

they didn't have another ment game Monday,
Benton's boys defeated
timeout remaining.
The ensuing technical South Marshall, 42-31.
foul sent Calloway to the Birdsong led Benton
free throw line, but with 19 points and South
Scott Nix, the Lakers Marshall was paced by
best free throw shooter, West with 12.
had fouled out of the
Tonight Benton's girls
game only moments play South Marshall at 5
earlier. The Laker' p.m. and Calloway's
bonus shot was missed girls play North Marand the game went into shall at 6:45. The Murray boys cap off the
overtime tied, 41-41.
James Streetman had night's activities at
20 points to lead Calloway County High
Calloway and Tony when they meet North
Benke had 15, but the Marshall at 8 p.m.
Lakers'luck had run out
Thursday two games
In the third extended are scheduled - the
girls winner between
game.
In the tournament Benton and South Maropener, Calloway shall will play Mayfield
County's girls defeated at 6:30 p.m. and the
Murray High, 38-19.
Benton and Mayfield
Christy Anderson had boys will play at 7:45.
16 points to lead the vic- The championship
tors and Marsha Grimes games will be played
and Liz Marquardt com- Saturday at 6:30 p.m.
and 7:45.
bined for 13 more.
Kelly Ridley was Murray's top scorer with
seven.
Calloway led 8-0 in the
first period and extendNEW YORK (AP)ed its lead to 18-7 by Boston forward Larry
Bird, whq, led the
halftime.
In the ether tourna- Celtics to three straight
road victories, was
named the National
Pipes EL
Basketball AssociaAccessories
tion's Player of the
15 Blends of
Week.
Pipe Tobacco
The Smoke Shoppe
Bird averaged 26.7
6145Clat. St
points, 13.3 rebounds
Murray Fain Ins Bldq
and 13.0 assists as the

two 15-foot jumpers and
what proved to be the
winning free throw with
:26 to play.
Spann's front end of a
one-plus-bonus situation
gave Murray a 39-36
lead. Spann and Leslie
Thompson both missed
one-plus-bonus first
shots in the final :08, but
Mayfield couldn't
capitalize on the misses
and Fitzgerald ended
the game with a
heartstopper.
"This is what we set
out to do - win," said
Harrell. "It wasn't as
pretty at times as we
wanted it to be, but by
one or by 21 points we
were determined to win
this one. Our next goal is
to make sure we get a
winning season."
Murray's next game
will be a girls-boys
doubleheader tonight at
Farmington. Friday
will mark the end of
both Murray High varsity teams' regular
seasons when they host
Fulton County.

a

at Mayfield
MAYFIELD (38) - Jackson 2 1.2
5 Payne 4 3-6 11; 1).Jacksoh 1 4-7 6:
Missy Kelton 3 0-1 6; Fitzgerald 267
10. Totals - 12 14.23
MURRAY (89) - Thompson 22-4
6; Spann 6 5-9 17; Swift 1 2-4 4; Hay.
01.2 1; Harcourt 1 0-0 2; K.Ridley 1
0-2 2; D.Ridley 2 3-4 7 Totals - 18
13-26 39.
Halftime - Mayfield 22. Murray
17
Records - Mayfield 9-10. 0-6
district, Murray 8-8, 2-4.

Top 4 teams
resume spots
in Top Twenty
NEW YORK (AP) Memphis State, which
dropped from eighth
place to 12th in this
week's Associated
Press college basketball
poll after having its
12-game winning streak
ended by an 85-78
weekend loss to
Louisville, is making a
bid to return to the Top
Ten.
Keith Lee tipped in a
missed 20-foot jumper
by Andre Turner at the
buzzer Monday night to
give the Tigers a 69-67
Metro Conference
basketball victory in
overtime over Southern
Mississippi. The Tigers
are 20-4 over-all and 10-1
in the conference.
Meanwhile, the four
teams rated the best in
the preseason have
returned to the top,
although not in the exact
order. North Carolina,
Georgetown, Houston
and Kentucky - ranked
1-4-3-2 in the preseason
- are 1-2-3-4 in this
week's rankings.
The No.1 Tar Heels
took out the frustration
of losing their first
game of the season - a
64-63 loss to Arkansas on
Feb. 12 - by defeating
Atlantic Coast Conference rivals North
Carolina State 95-71 and
Maryland 78-63 in the
past week. North
Carolina received 61 of
the 62 firrit-place votes
and 1,239 of a possible
1,240 points from a nationwide panel of sportw r i ter s and
sportscasters.
Georgetown, which
received the other firstplace vote and 1,169
points, remained No. 2
after defeating Providence 59-38. Houston
replaced DePaul as the
No. 3 team with 1,097
points. The Blue
Demons, upset by
Dayton 72-71 on Saturday, fell to fifth place.
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Bird honored by NBA
Celtics defeated Golden
State, Seattle and
Portland.
Against the Warriors,
he had 16 ..pohits, nine
rebounds and 17
assists, the secondhighest assist total ever
by an NBA forward.
Against the SuperSonic*, he collected 30
points, 13 rebounds and
13 assists.
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Three MSU athletes honored by OVC Olympic Medal Roundup

NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) - Craig Talley of
Murray State and Lenny
Manning of Austin Peay

have been named coplayers of the week in
the Ohio Vallfry
Conference.

Talley, a 6-foot-4
junior guard from
Baltitilore, scored 54
points, including a
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Hubert

Laile

career-high 26 points
against Akron, and pulled down 21 rebounds as
Murray State won two of
three outings last week.
Manning, a 6-6 senior
forward from Nashville,
Tenn., scored 53 points
as Austin Peay split two
games. Manning hit 21
of 44 field goal attempts,
11 of 13 free throw attempts and had 13 rebounds and four steals.
Murray State's Karen
Hubert was named the
OVC's women's player
of the week for leading
the Lady Racers to
three victories last
week. Hubert scored a

career-high 30 points
against Mississippi College and pulled down 19
rebounds in a victory
over Youngstown State.
For the week, the 6-1
junior center from
Altmore, Ala., scored 62
points and grabbed 44
rebounds.
Leslie Laile of Murray
State is the OVC's
rookie of the week. The
5-7 freshman guard
from Hebron, Ky., had
44 points and 20 assists
in the Lady Racers'
three victories.
There was no men's
rookie of the week
selection.
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Devil's Bag breezes through Flamingo Prep
ers

HIALEAH, Fla. (AP)
- It resembled a
workout for unbeaten
Devil'sSag as the early
Flamingo and Kentucky
Derby favorite romped
home seven lengths
ahead of the field to take
the $30,275 Flamingo
Prep.
It was a fitting beginning for the 1-20 choice
and 1983 2-year-old
champion, who made
his 3-year-old debu on
Monday, He made a
shambles of a tiny field
of fourt. Friendly Bob,
Tumbler and Tropical
Acres were the alsorans.
"He ran a very, very
fast race," said jockey
Eddie Maple. "He was
as good as any I've been
on."
There was no place or
show betting, but
Devil's Bag was such an
overwhelming favorite
he created a minus-win
pool of $20,213.15. He
paid the minimum $2.10.
Under Maple, Devil's
Bag ran seven furlongs
in 1:21 3-5, one second
shy of the track record.
Maple rated him early
and never used the
whip.
Maple took hold of
Devil's Bag leaving the
gate, allowing Friendly

Bob, a stakes winner
last year in Illinois, to
the lead. Devil's Bag,
after breaking third,
moved into second soon
after the start and stalked Friendly Bob down
the backstretch.
Friendly Bob still led
by a length at the 3-8ths
pole, but Maple let out a
notch on Devil's Bag
who drew even with the
leader at the 5-16ths
pole.
Devil's Bag put his
head in front at the top
of the stretch, but Maple
didn't turn him loose until approaching the
eighth pole. The moment the jockey set him
down, Devil's Bag moved away from Friendly

Bob with every stride, in
an impressive
performance.
Friendly Bob finished
1% legnths in front of
third-place Tumbler,
while Tropical Acres

brought up the rear.
"I was very surprised
that he rated so well,"
said Maple. "When he
won the Laurel Futurity, it looked like another
horse was going to
outrun him early, and I
took a hold of him, and
he took the bit right
back from me and ran
all the way on the lead.
"Within the first 20
yards today, he was
beginning to relax instead of wanting to run
hard all the way. I just
couldn't believe it . . .
not without me really
jerking on him," Maple
said.
Last year, Devil's
Bag, a -Maryland-bred
colt by Halo, won all five

of his starts, by an
average margin of 5%
lengths. He won the
Cowdin, Champagne
and Laurel Futurity and
was a unanimous choice
as the 2-year -old
champion.
"I'm completely
satisfied with his race,"
said trainer Woody
Stephens.
"He's set now for the
mile and an eighth
(Flamingo Stakes)," he
added. "After that one
we'll ship him to New
York for the Gotham
and the Wood, then on to
Kentucky. I couldn't ask
for more than he did
today."
Maple agreed.

CCMS teams advance in Mayfield tourney
MAYFIELD, Ky. Both Calloway Middle
School basketball teams
advanced to the second
round of the Mayfield
Invitational Tournament Monday. The Lady
Lakers defeated Cayce,
40-22, and the L.a.s.ers
knocked off Paducah
St.Mary's, 46-35.
Neither CCMS team

was threatened as both
took early leads and
substituted frequently.
The Lady Lakers
were led by Tracy
Banks with 18 points
while Melinda Butterworth and Tona Camp
each had seven.
CCMS shot ahead,
10-0, and led 19-10 at the
half.
Cayce fell to 13-2 with

the loss.
The Lakers
manhandled a much
taller St.Mary's squad
described as "the biggest team we've played
all year," by CCMS
Coach Burch
Kinsolving.
Calloway won the battle of the boards against
the taller team, 42-24,
and Chad Stubblefield

and Cary Alexander
scored 15 points apiece
in the victory. Cory
Wells was held
scoreless, but grabbed
eight rebounds to lead
the Lakers in that
department.

Olympic Medalists
SARAJEVO, Yugoslavia (AP) Medal winners in the XIV Olympic
Winter Games
ALPINE
Mon
Downhill
Gold - Bill Johnson. United
States
Silver - Peter Mueller.
Switzerland
Bronze - Anton Steiner, Austria
Gold - Phil Mare.
Slakun
h
United States
Silver - Steve klahre, United
sta
Bronze - Didier Bouvet. France
Giant Slalom
Gold - Max Julen. Switzerland
Silver - Jure Franko,
Yugoslavia
Bronze - Andreas Wenzel,
Liechtenstein
Women
Downhill
Gold - Michela Flgini
Switzerland
Silver - Marla Walliser.
Switzerland
Bronze - Olga Charvatova.
Czechoslovakia
Gold - PaolS4.1"
etta Magna', Italy
Silver - Perrtne Pelen. France
Bronze - Ursula Konzett,
Liechtenstein
Giant Slalom
Gold - Debbie Armstrong.
United States
Silver - Christin Cooper, United
States
Bronze - Perrine Peien, France
NORDIC
Mon
15-Km Cross Country
Gold - Gunde Svan, Sweden
Silver - AkI Karvonen. Finland
Bronze - Harri KIrvesnlemi,
Finland
30-Km Cross-Country
Gold - Nikolaj Zimiatov, Soviet
Union
Silver - Alexandre Zavialov,
Soviet Union
Bronze - Gunde Swan, Sweden
50-Km Cross-Country
Gold - Thomas Wassberg,
Sweden
Silver - Gunde Sven, Sweden
Bronze - Aid Karvonen, Finland
4X10-Km Relay
Gold - Sweden (Thomas
Wassberg, Benny Kohlberg. Jan
°flown and Gunde Sven)
Silver - Soviet Union (Alexandre
Batuk, Alexandre ZavIalov,
Vladimir Nikitin and Nlkolay
Zimiatov
Bronze - Finland (Karl
Ristamen, Juha •Mieto, Harri
Kirsvesniemi and Alti Karvonen)
10-Km Biathlon
Gold - Eirik Kvalfoes. Norway
Sliver - Peter Angerer, W
Germany
Bronze - Matthias) Jacob. E
Germany
20-Km Biathlon
Gold - Peter Angerer. W
Germany
Silver - Frank-Peter Roetsch.
E. Germany
Bronze - Eirik Kvaltoss,
Norway
687.5-Km Biathlon Relay
Gold - Soviet Union (Dmitri
Vassillev, Yuri Kachkarov.
Boun
Alguiman
)
guintas
Shabia and Sergel
Silver - Norway (qdd Lirhus.
Eirlit Kvalfoss. Rolf Storsveen and
Klett Soebak
Bronze - West Germany (Ernst
Reiter. Walter Pichler, Peter
Angerer and Fritz Fischer)

Thursday both
Calloway teams play
Ballard Middle School
in Mayfield.

Nordic Combined
Gold - Tom Sandberg, Norway
Silver - Jouko Karjaialnen.
Finland
Bronze - Jukka Ylipulli, Finland
Ski Jumping
704ileter
Gold - Jens Weissflog. E
Germany
Sliver - Matti Nykaenen,
Finland
Bronze - Jan 1 Pulkkonen.
Finland
90-Mabar
Gold - Matti Nyitaenen. Finland
Silver - Jens Weissflog. E
Germany
Bronze - Pavel Pioc,
Czechoslovakia
Women •
5-Km Cross-Country
Gold - Marja-Lbaa Fiarnalainen,
Finland
Silver - Bern Aunli. Norway
Bronze - Kvetnalava Jerlova,
Czechoslovakia
10-Kin Cross-Country
Gold - Marla-Llisa Hamalainen.
Finland
Silver - Raises Smetanina,
Soviet Union
Bronze - Brit Pettersen. Norway
20-Km Cross-Country
Gold - Marja-Lliaa Hamalainen
Finland
Silver - Balsam Smetanina
Soviet Union
Bronze - Anne Jatuan, Norway
425-Km Relay
Gold - Norway 1 Inger Helene
Nybraaten. Anne Jahren. Brit Pet.
tersen and Herb Aunli
Silver - Czechoslovakia
Dagmar Schvubova, Blanka
Paulo. Gabriela Svobodova and
Kvetoslava Jeriova I
Bronze - Finland (Pirkko Meatta, Elja Hyyttainen, Marjo
Matikainen and Marja-Llisa
Hamalainen)

1.000-Meter
Gold - Karin Enke. E Germany
Silver - Andrea Schoene. E
Germany
Bronze - Natalya Petrooeva,
Soviet Union
1,500
-Miter
Gold - Karin Enke, E. Germany
Silver - Andrea Schoene.
Germany
Bronze - Natalya Petroseva,
Soviet Union
3.000-Meler
Gold - Andrea Schoene. E
Germany
Silver - Karin Enke. E
Germany
Bronze - Gain Schoenbrunn E
Germany
FIGURE SKATING
Men
Gold - Scott Hamilton. United
States
Silver - Brian Omer. Canada
Bronze - Jozef Sobovcik,
Czechoslovakia
Women
Gold - Katarina Witt. E
Germany
Silver - Rosalynn Sumners.
United States
Bronze - Kira Ivanova. Soviet
Union
Pairs
Gold - Elena Valova and Oleg
VasUiev. Soviet Union
Silver - Kitty and Peter Carruthers. United States
Bronze - Larissa Selezneva and
Oleg Makarov. Soviet Union
Dance
Gold - Jayne Torvill and
Christopher Dean. Britain
Silver - Natalya Bestemianova
and Andrei Bukin. Soviet Union
Bronze - Marina 101mova and
Serge' Ponomarenko. Soviet Union
ICE HOCKEY
Gold - Soviet Union
Silver - Czechoslovakia
Bronze - Sweden
BOBSLED
Two-Man
Gold - Wolfgang Hoppe sodC
Dietmar Schauerhammer, K.
Germany
Silver - Bernhard Lehman and
Bogdan Musiol. E. Germany
Bronze - Mite Ekmanis and
Vladimir Alexandrov, Soviet Union
Four-Man
Gold - E. Germany I Wolfgang
Hoppe. Roland Wetzig, Dietmar
Schauerhammer and Andreas
Kirchner(
Silver - E. Germany (Bernhard
Lehmann, Bogdan Muskat. Ingo
Voge and Eberhard Weise)
Bronze - Switzerland (Silvio
Globethna. Heinz Stettler, Urs
Salzman and Rico Freiermuth

SPEED SKATING
Men
500-Meter
Gold - Serge! FoltIchev, Soviet
Union
Sliver - Yoshihiro Kitar.awa.
Japan
Bronze - Gaetan Boucher.
Canada
1,000-Mober
Gold - Gaetan Boucher, Canada
Silver - Sergei Khlebnikov,
Soviet Union
Bronze - Kal Arne EngelMad,
Norway
1.500-Meter
Gold - Gaetan Boucher. Canada
Silver - Serge Khlebnikov.
Soviet Union
Bronze - Oleg Boglev, Soviet
Union
5.0110-Mater
Gold - Tomas Gustafsson,
LUCE
Sweden
Men
Silver - Igor Malkov, Soviet
Singles
Union
Gold - Paul Hildmutner, Italy
Bronze - Rene Schoehsch, E
Silver - Sergel Danilin. Soviet
Germany
Union
I0,000-Meter
Bronze - Valery Doudin. Soviet
Gold - Igor Malkov. Soviet Union
Union
Doubles
Sliver - TornaS Gustafson,
Gold - Hans Stangassinget and
Sweden
Franz Wembacher, W. Germany
Bronze - Rene Schoefisch. East
Silver - Mystery Belooussov and
Germany
Meksander Belykov, Soviet Union
Women
Bronze - Joerg Hoffmann and
500-Meter
Jochen Ptetzsch, E. Germany
Gold - Christ& Rothenburger, E
Women
Germany
Gold - Steffi Martin. E.
Silver - Karin Enke. E
Germany
Germany
Silver - Bettina Schmidt, E.
Bronze - Natalya Chive. Soviet
Germany
Union
Bronze - lite Weiss. E. Germany

SCOREBOARD
Open Mon. thru Thurs.
8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Open Fri. & Sat
8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Closed
Sunday

College Basketball Results .
College Basketball
Monday's Scores
EAST
Connecticut 62. Providence 50
George Mason 72, Howard 64
Howard 56. Brooklyn 49
Manhattan 47. Lafayette 45
St Bonaventure 75, Boston U 60
Towson St. 62, Delaware 61
SOUTH
Alabama 74, Mississippi 65
Appalachian St 69. E Tennesee
66
Baptist, SC 86. Augusta SO
Florida 70. Georgia 64
Florida St. 52, Tulane 51
Georgia Tech 70. Md -Eastern
Shore 61
Louisiana St 85, Mississippi St.
70
Louisville DO . Wright St. 110
Memphis St. 40, S. Mississippi 67
OT
Navy 16,E Carolina 56
N. Carolina AST 87, Bethune.
Cookman 79
NC. Wilmington 65, Campbell 58
NE Louisiana 60. SE Louisiana 55
Navy 66, E. Carolina 56
Nicholls St. 68. Jackson St 86

Randolph-Macon 72, American 46
S. Carolina St. 65, Florida A&M 64
S. Florida 58. Ala.-Birmingham
57
SW Louisiana 78, Wichita St. 61
Southern U. 80, Texas Southern 75
Tennessee 57, Auburn 54
Th..Chattanooga 63, Davidson 60
V141 64. The Citadel 62
W. Carolina 88, Furman 85. 20T
W. Virginia 68. Virginia Tech 67
MIDWEST
Cleveland St. 85, Wis.-Green Bay

ea

E
Illinois 80. Ind•Pur.
Indianapolis 56
Evansville 61. Detroit 50
Loyola, Ill. 75. St. Louis 64
Oral Roberts 106. Huller 100
Xavier, Ohio 68, Oklahoma City
59
SOUTHWEST
Alabama St. 88, Prairie View 70
Texas-El Paso 62. Colorado St. 55
Texas-San Antonio 76, HardinSiTM01111 63
FAR WEST
Cal-Irvine 97, Pacific, Calif. 66
Denver 51, Santa Fe 49
New Mexico 49. Air Force 48

The AP Top Twenty
The Top Twenty team.s in the
Associated Press' 1982-84 college
basketball poll, with first-place
votes in parentheses, total points
based on 20-19-18-17-16.15-14-1312-11-10-9-8-7-6-5-4.3-2-1, record
through Sunday and last week's
ranking:
Record
1.N.Carolirui(61) 23-1
2.Georgetown (1)23-2
3.Houston
23-3
4.Kentucky
20-3
5.DePaul
19-2
6.Illinots
20-3
7.Nev.-Laui Vega 23-2
8.0klahoma
22-3
9.Tex.-EI Paso 22-2
10.Tulea
22-2
11.Arkanzas
21-4
12.Memphis St.
19-1
13.Purchse
13-5
14.Duke
21-5
15 Wake Forest
18-5
16.Syracure
17-5
17.Temple
20-2
18.Wasrdngton
18-5
19.Auburn
16-6
20.0regon St.
18-5

Pts
1.239
1169
1007
996
878
843
841
818
728
652
SOO
559
448
382
269
233
218
209
156
151

Prs
1
2
1
6
3
7
5
9
10
12
14
8
11
19
13
16
20
15
-
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High School Basketball
High School Basketball
Monday's Games
Girls
Barren Co. 49. Metcalfe Co. 46
Belfry 88, Ashland 73
Boyle Co. 40, Jessamine Co_ 38
Bracken Co. 63. Parts 61 OT
Carroll Co. ill, Owen Co. 43
Clark Co. 41, Scott Co. 39
Cumberland Co. 611. Adair Co. 53
Dawson Springs 48, Bremen 40
Estill Co. 81. Richmond Model 63
Fairview 03. Raceland 28
FordevUle SO. Hancock Co 60
Fort Knox 62, Bardstown 20
Pt Thomas Highlands 46. Scott
42
Garrard Co. 55. Rockcastle Co. 38
Harrison Co. 64. Montgomery Co
50
Harrodsburg H. Lex. Sayre 42
Henry Co. 90. Gallatin Co. 43
Laurel Co 57. McCreary Central
28
Hughes-Kirk 57, Central City 48
Leslie Co 58. Breathitt Co 52
" Lea. Henry Clay 72, Lincoln Co.
Lex. Lafayette 56, Roilvan Co. 41
Livingston Central IS, Providence 44
Meade o. 47. Brackinridge Co
88
Metcalfe Co_ 87. Barren Co MI
Murray IL Mayfield SI'
Prestonsburg 54, Greenup Co 46
Pulaski Co. 98. Russell Co 42
Red Bird 55. Jackson City 42
Russell TO. W Carter 49
Shelby Co_ 49. MattleonVentral 36
Spencer Co 43. Lou. Fern Creek
33

Taylor Co. 75. Washington Co. 63
Trimble Co 54. Grant Co. 46
University Heights 49. Lyon Co
31
Warren East 77. Edmonscei Co. 57
Webster Co. 58. South Hopkins 46
Western Anderson 49,
Williamstown 27
Western HUls 66. Anderson Co. 62
Whiney Co 82. Jackson Co. 35

8076
Anderson Co 84, Burgin 62
Corbin 83. Jackson Co 69
Drakesboro 75, Graham 63
Owensboro Apollo 54, Whitesville

OffNIMil

51
S. Hopkins 73. Webster Co. 72 OT
University Heights 68, Lyon Co
50
Washington Co 51, Spencer Co 46

High School Polls
Boys

Girls

.up 15 teams in the Kentucky
Associated Press boys high school
basketball poll, with first-place
votes, records and total points
Boys
i Newport Catholic I I
MA ISO
2.Lou Ballard
21-4 137
3 Logan Co
i2.
26-3 136
i tier Madisonvtlie I
23.1 136
5 Lea Henry Clay,
6 Laurel Co
7 Clark Co
11-Lou. Slairdale
9 Lou Dbss
10 Paducah Tilghman
11 Lex Lafa5,1tte
12 Woodford Co
13 Owensboro
14 Lou Valley
15 Lex. Tate* Creek

20-4 120
23-3 96
21.5 se
18-4 86
20-5 68
23-5 67
18-5 60
23.3 51
17-5 40
19-5 29
20-6 14

The Top 15 teams in the Kentucky
Associated Press girls high school
basketball poll, with first-place
votes, records and total points
Girls
1 Marshall Co
111 I 23-0163
2 Laurel Co
18-2 147
3 Franklin.SImpeon
20-1 124
4.Lou. Atherton
15-8 121
WIUtesburg
22-3 116
6 Belfry
30-3 110
7.Lou. Male
214 87
8 Marion Co
30-0 82
11.Slielby Co.
21-2 ve
10 Scott Co
.31-1 64
11 Mason Co
18-3 38
12 Lea Lafayette
19-4 32
13 Leslie Co
10.1 29
14.Lou Southern
19-3 24
IS Somerset
22.2 22
'tie I Whitley Co.
10-3 22
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peaty
By Abigail Van Buren

Salvation Army Offers
Family Lost-and-Found
CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Musical
instrument
5 Legend
9 Spread for
drying
12 Sandarac
tree
13 Afternoon
Parties
14 Space term
abbr
15 Deprive of
office
17 Note of scale
18 Wire
measure
19 North American rail
21 Sufficient
23 Replies
27 Spanish
article
28 Foreign
29 Grain
31 Before
34 Negative
prefix
35 Breathe
38 Babylonian
deity
39 At present
41 Wheel track
42 Mountains
of South
America
44 Hebrew
month
46 Embellish
48 Foundations
51 Coin
52 Follows Sept
53 Pronoun
55 Spurt forth
59 Single
60 Century plant
62 Country of
Europe
63 Legal
matters
64 Musical
organization

65 College
Answer to Pre'.loos Puzzle

official
DOWN
1 Possessed
2 Exist
3 Knock
4 Thrive
5 Strict
6 Diphthong
7 Schooi of
whales
8 A continent
9 Place for
worship
10 Bad
11 Small valley
16 Oklahoma
native
20 Took as
one s Own
22 Coroner
abbr
23 Shower
24 Sailors
patron saint
25 Spanish for
yes
26 Capuchin
2

3

TERSE

TEA
-TRAI
0
0 0

A

A

0
A

A

0
A

11111

A

0

0

A
A

A

A

A I.

I.
INISTEIN

monkey
30 Iniury
32 Sand bar
33 Simple
36 Underwater
vessel
colloo
37 Enrolled
40 Squanders
43 Roman gods
45 Exist
5

4

SEWER

47 Helped
48 Peasant
49 Skin ailment
50 Kind of mop
54 Guido s high
note
56 Stalemate
57 Period of
time
58 Lair
61 Runn ng
10 11

6
I914

13

2

5

17
19

18
21
27

1

28

31 32

29

34

38

39

41
44

42
46

DEAR ABBY: When I saw the item in your column
letting people know that the Salvation Army is expert at
locating lost relatives, I had to write.
I am Dutch and my wife is of Ukrainian descent. We
were married 32 years ago in Sydney, Australia, and later
moved to the United States. We learned that about half
my wife's family was "missing." A friend suggested that I
contact the Salvation Army, so I did. I gave it as much
information as I could about these missing relatives.
After two years the Salvation Army advised us that my
wife's sister had been married and was living in Chicago!
Contact was made with that sister, who had located
another sister in Poland!
Thanks to the Salvation Army we were able to track
down all our relatives with the exception of one brother. Is
it any wonder I am eternally grateful to it?
A.C.S., ANCHORAGE, ALASKA
DEAR A.C.S.: Here's another touching testimonial:
DEAR ABBY: Last Dec. 22, my wife called her brother
in Chicago to wish him a "Merry Christmas," only to be
told that the apartment-hotel where he lived had burned
two weeks before-that her brother was not among the
listed dead or injured, but he couldn't be located.
My wife immediately called all over Chicago trying to
find him. Thank God we called the Salvation Army's
missing persons division in Chicago, for that was the one
organization that got the job done!
The people at Salvation Army located my wife's brother,
unidentified at the Cook County morgue-possibly just
days from a potter's grave, and miserable days of wonder
ing by his family for the remainder of their collective livt
as to what happened to him.
Thanks to the Salvation Army and its concern for
others everywhere, my brother-in-law now lies peacefully
at rest beside his mother and father in Tennessee. His
living loved ones still grieve his loss, but that loss would
have been inany times greater if he had never been
located.
My respect for the Salvation Army has always been
great, but it has increased a thousandfold with this experience. My wife and I feel that no organization on earth
excels the Salvation Army as a caring, efficient and
humane organization that "practices what it preaches"
concerning the physical and spiritual well-being of all
mankind.
JOHN E. STANFORD, FRANKLIN, TENN.

•••

DEAR ABBY: How do you politely turn down someone
who asks you to be a bridesmaid?
I have been in nine weddings already, and I just can't
afford to be in any more at this time. Every wedding calls
for a new bridesmaid gown with shoes to match, and they
keep getting more expensive every year.
So please tell me what to say when a friend says, "I
would like you to be in my wedding."
NEEDS AN EXCUSE
DEAR NEEDS: Don't give an "excuse"-give a
reason, the real one. Say,"Thank you for the lovely
compliment. I wish I could, but I can't afford it."
You will be respected for your honesty.
•••

55

59

(Problems? What's bugging you? Unload on Abby,
P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038. For a
personal reply, please enclose a stamped, selfaddressed envelope.)

63

NO, MA'AM,I DON'T 'MINK
WI-IAT PE SAID IN
TPE FIRST CI4AF'TER
WAS GERMANE...

1

Legal

UJA5
IT, FRENC14:
:
2
7

2 .Notice
TAXES filed. Short
Forms $7.50 for federal
and state, Itemized
$15.00. Now offering in
home service for shutins. Call Joyce Noel Tax
Service at 489-2440 for
appointment.

Business Hours
Are:
Monday- Friday
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday
8 a.m-12:00 p.m.
CAUGHT by a surprise
PREGNANCY?
Worried, depressed,
confused or afraid? if
you're unsure of your
options contact Life
House. Our services are
free, confidential, and
Immediate. We offer
pregnancy testing,
counseling, and medical
and financial planning/assistance. 7530700.
GET your photograph
copied. Black and white
or color. Fast service.
Reasonable rates. Call

7,11.7s1fisl
Car For Sale.
Call 753-8907
after 5 before
9.
JUDY Williams Tax
Service. Call for appointment anytime. 4362524.
LIFE House Crisis
Pregnancy Center
needs volunteer Christian counselors. Training will be. provided by
Life House. For more
information contact the
center at 753-0700.

RA1444140.

SPEAKING% PON'T YOU PARE
PUSH OPIE OFF THE TABLE!
THAT WOULD BE INHUMANE
AND CRUEL

Max Morris
at

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
U.S. 641 S. 753-2617
SHIRLEY DAVIS TAX
SERVICE now taking
appointments. Will
prepare your returns
ANYTIME! Your place
or mine. Or pickup and
deliver. No extra
charge! Federal and
Ky. short forms. $12.50
for both. Call 436-5574.

Jim Suitor & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont.-Cad.-Buick

Read
the
Classified
Section For
Bargains
Everyday

14. Want to Buy

Memory

5. Lost and F,ound

pricr-nd7e-0771WDON'T SULK.
I. DON'T LOOK
FORWARD TO
IT ANY MORE
THAN YOU

46.
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DAGVV000,DEAR 80Y.
YOU OID A
<
VVONDERFUL JOB ON
THE ESTERI-4A2Y
CONTRACT

AND IN GRATITUDE
I'M GIVING YOU
TOMORROW OFP

I•

o'r

1mi

LOOK. LIKE A
E.
6000 ONE
DON'T WANT
BULLET HOLES
IN IT. CAN
GET A 6000
PRICE FOR
IT.

23 Year old MSU student
will do housecleaning,
hard worker, dependable
has references. 762-6149.
DOMESTIC housework.
Run errands, transporation. Sit with
elderly, day shift or
night shift. Have very
good references. Phone
number 753-4590. Call
by 10:00 day or after
8:00 night. Reasonable
rates.
ttESPONSIBLE mother
wants to babysit in her
home. 3 years experience. 759-1692.
WORKING mothers!
Will keep your child,
Panarama Shores area.
Mature lady. Raised 6
of my own. Call
436-2361.

PIANO, Guitar or voice
lessons. $30 per month.
Certified teacher with
Master's Degree in
Music. 753-3728.

6. Help Wanted

( TODAY'S THE
\ PAY WE GO TO
THE VET, OTTO

Wanted

1 1 . Instruction

LOST gold link charm
bracelet, charms with
the grandchildren
names, telephone
charms and service yrs.
pins from C&T Telephone Co. Lost in downtown area. Reward.
753-4087, 753-3722, 7591256.

2-2

Help Wanted

9. Situation

In loving memory
of my son, Jared
Evan Bynum
A million times I
needed
you. A
million times I've
cried.
If my love could
have saved you, you
never would have
died.
But the golden
gates were open,
God saw you needed rest.
God's
garden
must be beautiful,
for he always picks
the Best.
Sadly missed by
your Dad.
Jimmy

THEN YOU
PUSH HIM
OFF

6

NOW Hiring. Offshore
Oil Drilling. Overseas
and Domestic. Will
train. $25,000-35,000 plus
poss. Call Petroleum
Drilling Service at (219)
981-2199 ext. 1774. Also
wen evenings.
OLAN Mills Studio
needs temporary help,
mature aggressive
people with strong
pleasant telephone
voice, also person with
small car for messen•
ger work. Apply in
person to Mrs. Saypack
at Holiday Inn beginning Monday, Feb. 20
after 9a.m. (No phone
calls please).

WE
BUY
USED
CARS
See

4 . In

I DONT KNOW HOW LYOU MEAN, THEY
51_-IE WEARS THEM
HURT YOUR FEET?
!TB UNCOVORTABLE

Titi5 IS YOUR CONSCIENCE.

Notice

•

2-21

THESE ARE MY AUNT
FRITZI'S
NEW
-NICE
SHOES

2

reb

1. Bill Swift. as of
21, 1984, will no longer
be responsible for any
debts other than my
own

331

51
54'

CLASSIFIED

tact Lakehaven Health
Care Center, Benton,
Ky. 527-3296.
MANAGEMENT
needed for local firm
offering financial services. Also sales position, part time or free
time. Please respond to
P.O. Box 630, Murray,
Ky. 42071.
NEED babysitter from
2-12 for 3 yr. old. Call
759-1068 after 3p.m.
OW
and Operate
candy confection vending route, your area;
Pleasant business. High
profit items. Start parttime. Age, experience
not important. $2396.00
to $14,370 investment.
Write Owatonna Vendor's Exchange, Box
411, Owatonna, Mn.
55060: Include phone
number.
AN Director of nurses,
moderate size quality
oriented, ICY seeks
R.N. for days Mon.-Fri.
Facility offers excellent
working conditions;
adequate staff, geriatic
residents, paid CEV,
excellent salary range,
good benefits. Submit
resume to director of
nurses P.O. Box 102,
Murray, Ky. 42071.
ICEO-M/F/H.
§/10E Shine man to work
at the Downtown Barber
Shop. 753-4520.
TRUCKING. No ex•
perlence necessary. For
InfOrmation, call 1-9192274119. 1-919-227-6115
or l• 919• 227 -0536
8 : 30a.m.-7:30p.m.
Mon.-Thum.

Want someone to dean
Lard. can 7564102.

Want someone to live
with elderly gentleman
who is partly disabled.
Must have referencbs.
Call ris-aep.

tledroom furniture for
preteen girl. desk,
chair, night stand, headboard and chest of
drawers. Call 762-6856 or
759-4045.
D'S Sanitation and
Recycling. We buy
aluminum cans and
pick up. 25 cents a lb
436-2658.
OLD radios floor or
table models. Call 7533798.
USED Aluminum outside
storage building in good
condition. Call 438 2289
after 5 PM.
USED electric stove
and refrigerator. 7599653.
WANT to lease, dark
fired air cured and
Burley tobacco base.
435-4592.
15. Articles for Sale
V. CARAT diamond
ring, appraised at
$1,600. Best offer. 7591831.
ANTIQUE piano, kitchen sick and metal
cabinet combination, 5
chairs, record player,
bowling ball and bag,
commode, sink and
bathtub, electric wall
heater, kitchen sink, 20
gal. hot water heater.
Call 753-0839 or 753-6244.
CAMOUFLAGE army
pants and shirts.
Throwing stars and non
chuks. Jerry Sporting
Goods, 6th and Walnut.
Mayfield, Ky.
FORMAL Prom Dress,
pink, size 11-12. Call
759-1559. Priced
Reasonable.
PORMAL prom dress,
pink size 7, wore once.
Call 437-4444 after 4p.m.
16. Home Furnishings
FREEZER, 16 ft upright,
good condition, also baby
essentials. Call 474-8884
after 5 PM.
QUEEN Size mattress
and box springs, also a
blue Hollywood head
board. Call 75343021
after 5p.m.
QUEEN Size, mattress,
box springs and frame,
perfect condition, $190.
Top of the line set.
Retails for $489.
753-8950.
WHITE side by side
refrigerator-freezer.
758-2369.

24

17. Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTRDLthe
ales
and Service. Sea the
machine of the future
today. Free pickup and
delivery. Call 443-6469
or 753-3639. The only
Authorized Sales and
Service in the area.
19. Farm

Equipment

7 FT. Ferguson pickup
disk, $300 firm. Call
after 4p.m. 759-4636.
2 2 . Musical
BALDWIN Pianos.
organs. Player pianos.
Used piano and organs.
Your complete music
store. Lonardo Piano
Co. next to Penney's,
Paris, Tenn.
PEEVEY Sound
System has 12 channel
mixing board. 15"
speakers with horns.
Monitors and snake, 9
microphone, 5 stands.
System is 2 years old
and is good for church
or school. Will take half
price. Call James Ray
Hamilton, 753-9400.

Antique Square
Grand Piano. B.
Freeman. Built
1857.
around
Numbered 276.
Case-Rosewood.
Style-Empire. Excellent condition,
502-623-8839.
24. Miscellaneous
( 1 ) INGERSOLLRAND P100 WD port.
air compressor,
w/deutz engine. Contact M. Jones, I/ R
Finantial Corp„ Knoxville, Tn. 615-691-0017.
-Z-GO 4 Wheel Golf
Cart with top. 753-2369.
FIRE Wood. Seasoned
oak, tree trimming and
removing hedges and
shrubs. Free estimates.
753-5476.
)71ARTIN Houses. 6 rm.
$22.99, 12 rm. $33.99, 18
rm. $44.99, 24 rm. $59.99.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tn.
OAK and hickory. $25 a
rick delivered. Call day,
753-3476. Night 436-2778.
ItEGULATION pool
table, slate bed, all
accessories. Also table
tennis top. Will consider
3 Wheeler on trade.
753-4465.
SATELLITE
SYSTEMS. 11 ft. dish,
Drake receivers. $2,195
Installed. 436-2835.
SECRETARIAL
Typewriter, $160. Call
753-2467.
SEASONED hickory,
oak, mixed hardwoods,
$30/rick delivered.
Min. order-2 ricks. Call
John Boyer at 753-0338.
TRI-STATE Satellite
Sales. 11 ft. system
completely installed,
$1,785. We service what
we sell. 901-642-0296, 315
Tyson Ave., Paris,
Tenn.
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25. Business Services

Richard W. Jones
Tax Service
Confidential professional
service. SC in accounting
with 13 years experience
In preparing personal.
business
and
farm
returns.
94 West and
Oaks Uhl.
Cell 733.3213 for op•
pointment day or night.

MIKE HODGE'S
TAX SERVICE
7 years of experience
preparing Individual,
business, partnership,
and corporate returns.
Low rates & hundreds of
satisfied clients. Now
Preparing returns. Day
or night cal 759-1425
for appointment.

MANAGEMENT
Self motivated management individual with strong desire to succeed.
Must be aggressive with heavy experience in sales and people management. Excellent salary with benefit
package and advancement opportunity. Send confidential resume with
salary history to P.O. Box 1040-C,
Murray, Ky. 42071. We will contact
for confidential interview.

STAFF
PHARMACIST
218 Bed Hospital is seeking a
clinically oriented professional interested in IV additives and unit
dose systems. Excellent salary
and fringe benefits. Can arrange
flexible hours,Contact Personal
Director, Murray-Calloway County Hospital, Murray, Ky.,
502-753-5131.
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Miscellaneous

Want to
buy.
Standing timber
of any kind. J.L.
McKnight
and
Sons Sow Mill.
753-7528.
26

TV

Radio

10 foot Antenna
System $1,295.

Claytons TV
753-7575

28. Mobile Homes for Rent

FURNISHED mobile
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
home for rent, central
12x60 2 BR furnished heat and air. Phone
mobile home, central 759-1029,
heat and air. Call TRIED of big utility
bills. We have a nice
753-4808 after 3:30p.m.
1074 14x70 AQUARIUS. furnished one BR apt.
3 BR, 14 bath, un- for you. 753-3949.
furnished. 753-8810 or TWO bedroom, 12x60,
natural gas. Deposit
753-4589.
1982 RIVER OAKS required. 753-3895 after
14x72 3 BR, 2 full baths, 5p.m.
woodstove, ceiling fan, 29. Heating
and Cooling
storage building, sun
deck, much more. After KEROSENE Heaters.
7.200 BTU $69.99. 9,300
6p.m. 753-3677.
MUST sell 12x60 1973 2 BTU $89.99. 19,500 BTU
BR Atlantic, large liv- $119.99. We stock wick
ing room, kitchen and for over 40 brands.
bath, stove and re- Wallin Hardware,
Paris
frigerator stay
Washer/dryer hookup.
30.
Business Rentals
central heat and air.
Call 437-4566 after 6p.m.
FOR RENT
RICH, 60x12. 3 BR. Call
Floor space for computer
after 4p.m. 489-2807
and , or video movie and / or
mord store, inside Clayton
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
Horne Entertainment Center,
3 BEDROOM trailer for
Murray. Must have own finanrent. Keniana $150 a
cing. 753-7575
month. Call 436-5364

Are You A Perfect 6 B?
****
Then fit your perfect foot
into our Westies model
shoes by 9 West.
80 Pairs of new Spring
Styles and Easter egg colors
while they last.
hoe
hack

Central
Shopping Center
Murray

Pappagallos
$2295
Good Selection
3 Styles Canvas Espadrilles
Navy, Kelly, Red, Natural
Narrows & Mediums
hoe

b

hack

30

10x42 MOBILE home,
nice, natural gas, furnished, prefer single
person Call 753-3895
after 5p.m.
1 OR 2 BR mobile home,
nicely furnished, electric or natural gas
heating Shady Oaks.
753-5209.
2 BR mobile home, $100
deposit, $100 per month
On 641, 1 mile south of
Almo Heights. 753-5618.
3 - 2 BR mobile homes. 1
with 2 baths, 1 with 14
baths. Furnished or
unfurnished. Please call
759-1791 days, 753-3283
nights. Must furnish
references.

Central
Shopping Center
Murray

Spring is just around the corner and with t a young
mans fancy turns to farming! Let ROBERTS REALTY assist you with one of the following listing.
Located on Forest Road is this 36./12 acres with approximately 31 acres tendable. Limed in 1983. Nice
pasture land, good outbuilding, gas pumps, new
pump in well. Home has three bedr,
oms plus large,
dry basement. Ceiling fan, wood stove, range,
dishwasher, carpet, drapes. $69,500.00
In east part of county on Collins Road is this 40
acres with approximately 20 acres tendable. Owner
financing with $5,000.00 down. 677 pound Burley
base $18.900 00
In Spring Creek Pennyarea you will find this 37
acres with approximately 22 acres tendable. Old
house that could be renovated Excellent location.
$37,500 00
In New Providence area is this 140 acres. 80 acres
tendable, 60 acres of timber, 55 acres in bottom
land, 25 acres of hill ground, year around spring Old
house in need of complete renovation Excellent farm
land. $82,500.00
One of the best farms in the county is this 180
acres in the Friendship Church area Approximately
100 acres tendable. Limed in 1982. Two bedroom
mobile home on property. Owner financing possible
to qualified buyer Good well $125,000.00
Approximately 170 acres on Dr. Douglas Road
with 100 acres of good, marketable timber. Recent,
licensed survey Beautiful subdivision property with
expensive, well -cared for homes in area.
$91,000 00
In Blood River Church area is this 66 acres with
approximately 40 acres tendable and now rented,
Two ponds, one large and stocked with fish Old
tobacco barn $53.000 00
Excellent cattle farm located on Highway 280.
109 acres completely fenced with woven wire fencing Year around water, well, two ponds, loading
chutes, barn Beautiful farm! $106.000 00
36 acres of rolling, wooded land on Highway 121
South Good highway frontage. Excellent place for
man-mapip lake. Only minutes from Murray Ideal
dream floine site! $33,000.00
Approximately 17 acres with nice three bedroom
home located on Highway 280 City water at site.
Home is aluminum siding A Gentlemens farm
439.500 00.
In Cherry Corner area is this 53 acres completely
fenced for cattle Well, water spigots for irrigation.
Loading chutes and barn. Three ponds. Approximetirly seven miles from Murray 1$48,000.00

(Mile
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1651

45. Farms for

Business Rentals

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Spec.
For Rent
753-1492

32. Apts for

31E Ir
a 3IE

Rent

DUPLEX. Northwood
Subd. 753-7853.
FURNISHED 2 BR apt.,
utilities included, near
downtown. Call 753-4645
after 3p.m.
FURNISHED apts. 1 or
2 bedrooms. Also sleeping rms. Zimmerman
Apts.. S 16th St. 753.
6609.
NICE 1 BR apt. near
downtown Murray. 7534109, 762-6650, 436-2844.

Sale

10 ACRES, 5 miles west
of Murray. 759-1520.
5. 10, 15 ACRES farms
located one mile from
Lake near Chandler
Park. Hamlin on State
Ky. 1918. On a black top
road, good building
sites. Price from 84,995.
Terms available. KEN
SHORES ESTATES.
753-7531.
BY owner, 102 acre
farm. 3 miles East of
Murray on hard surface
road. 43 acre tendable
land and river bottom
land. Price $74,000. Call
753-6236.
46

Homes for Sale

46. Homes for Sale
HOUSE. excellent
location, inside unfinished, excellent opportunity for handy
man. 753-2279 or 7536173 after 6p m.
SMALL home near
Lake in Pine Bluff
Shores. Call 759-1192.
ENJOY peaceful
country living combined with advantages
of city dwelling. Comfortable 3 BR brick, 14
acres, 10 min. from
town. 14 baths,
fireplace insert (low
utilities), outbuilding.
freezer, other extras.
844,000 by owner. Call
7 62-6 3 30/w0rk
435-4559/home.

47
3 BR brick, great rm
Motorcycles
fireplace, 2 baths, garage and workshop. 4 1979 KAWASK I 400 Ltd
mile North. 759-4588 or Call 759-9347.
1980 HONDA, CB 750F
753-7637.
33 Rooms for Rent
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom Super Sport, low miles.
GIRL'S rooms for rent.
brick house, gas heat, gas Call 435-4326 or 435-4158.
One block from Ungrill, central air, 1
1980 YAMAHA Exciter
iversity. Call 753-1812 or
bath, patio, carport, con- SR250G. Low mileage,
759-9580.
crete drive, new built-in excellent condition. 759microwave, roof ap- 1577.
34. Houses for Rent
proximately 2 years old, 1980 YAMAHA 650
2 BR, fully carpeted, double oven, other deSpecial, back rest,
den, wood stove, ap- sireable features, impliances, patio. Call mediate possession, near highway pegs, cruise,
extra chrome. $1,200.
753-9021 or 898-2344.
high school, 1702 Call 436-2689 or 492-8762.
3 BR brick house on 1 Magnolia, Call 753-8960.
acre for rent with option FARMERS Home Ad- 48 Auto Services
to buy. 489-2689.
ministration inventory
DODGE van chrome
3 BR house in Lynnwood
properties. 2 homes, 3
Subdivision. $300 per farms. Financing to grill and bumper, $75. 2
month plus deposit. Call qualified buyers. 13x24 equipment tires,
pr. Tandem Dump
753-7133. No pets.
Predetermined eligilib- $150
Truck. 1971 Chevrolet
A COUPLE of young ity not required to buy. all
or parts. 759-1739.
ladies wants to share a Let us show you these
house. Located near properties. MURRAY- 49. Used Cars
MSU and downtown CALLOWAY CO.
1967 CORVAIR, black
with 1 or 2 other ladies. REALTY. 753-8146.
Call Rebekah, 759-4172 FORMAL OR IN- hardtop, newly upor 753-6577.
FORMAL... This is a holstered, rebuilt engreat entertainment gine. Sharp! Call 753SUPER Sharp! 5 room
home. You can get in on 7863 afternoons or
brick, natural gas, good
evenings.
garden. Only $395. the fun with this four
1971
SUBURU, fair conbedroom,
two
bath.
14
COLEMAN RE, 753story home.. Fenced dition, good gas milage,
9898.
back patio.. Truly a Call 759-1959.
TWO bedroom house in
marvelous home for en- 1975 VOL VO 164, $2,500.
Hardin. 759-1417
tertaining and comforta- 759-9513 after 4:30.
ble family living.. Let's 1976 MONTE Carlo,
35. Farms for Rent
see this one today. CEN- AM -FM cassette,
WANT to rent 35 acres of TURY 21 Loretta Jobs, automatic,
$1.400. 435pasture, must have run- Realtors...753-1492.
4165.
ning water and good fen1977 AMC Pacer, excelces. Call 474-8884.
FOR sale by owner. 20 lent condition, new
year old brick house, tires. 759-1984
36 For Rent or Lease
34 miles southeast of 1977 CHEVY Vega,
p.s.,
Murray on 255' wide by p.b., good gas mileage.
150'
lot.
deep
Large
den
Great for around town.
Commercial
and kitchen with Call 753-7863 afternoons
Building
fireplace. Large living or evenings.
room, paved driveway, 1977
For Rent at
FORD LTD, 4 door,
good wel 1 . Ap601 S. 4th.
ac., p.s., p.b., reliable
proximately 1500 sq. ft.
transportation. $1,350.
1,700 sq. ft.
living area. Carport and
753-6648.
one outbuilding. $36,500.
753-4494
Call 753-2215, ask for 1978 MGB. 61.xxx miles,
needs some body work,
James or call 753-8400.
37. Livestock-Supplies
$2,500 or best offer. Call
HOUSE and three acres
10 PIGS for sale. Call in New Providence 759-4170.
489-2707 after 5p.m.
community. Gas heat, 1981 HONDA Accord, 4
well, refrigerator, dr., air, p.s., p.s.,
38. Pets-Supplies
stove, air conditioner. Pioneer AM/FM
cassette, 5 speed, very
3 BEAGLES, 2 female, 1 492-8316 or 492-8240.
clean, one owner. Day.
male. Females 1 year,
753-1881. Night, 753-5289.
male 3 years old. 436- IF you are looking for
an extraordinary home, SHARP 1981 Grand
2260.
this one has all the Prix. air, ps, pb, tilt,
DOG Obedience. extras. Five
bedrooms, cruise. Call 753-3734 or
Classes or private. In- three
baths, marble after 5 753-2901,
door facilities. Board- fireplace,
spiral stairing. VPF dog food. way,
central vaccum 50.Used Trucks
Mary Adelman. and
intercom, and 1950 CHEVROLET
436-2858.
custom made drapes
PEG'S Parlor. All throughout. This is that Pickup truck, good
breed dog grooming. "dream home" you condition. Would like to
753-2915, 9-4p.m. Peggy have been waiting for trade for small car. Call
after 5p.m. 436-2455.
Gardner.
reducefd to $75,000. Call 1966 CUSTOMIZE
D VW
KOPPERUD REALTY, truck, metallic
blue, ne
43
Real Estate
753-1222.
dual-port engine, new
IMMACULATE CONDI- tires and upholstery,
TION! The results of tinted windows, 25
Purdom & Thurman
hours of hard work by the MPG, one of a kind, Call
Insurance &
owners are evident in this 489-2579 or 489-2775, also
Real Estatelovely home 3 bedroom, 2 30 crossties, good shape
Southside Court Sq.
bath. All new carpet, new $5 each you haul.
Murray, Kentucky
drapes and freshly pain- 1979 DODGE
Pickup,
ted inside and out. Nice s.w.b., p.s.,
753-4451
p.b., cruise,
patio on back.., large white spoker
wheels,
storage area plus 2 car $3,795. Call
1-382-2672,
INVESTMENT OP- carport. For your
per- Farmington. Also 14 ft.
PORTUNITY. Tax be- sonal tour, call CENnefits and appreciation. TURY 21 Loretta Jobs, Ebbtide Run-A-Bout. 60
h.p. Evinrude motor. H
4 year old duplex with Realtors at 753-1492.
Farmall tractor and
adjacent vacant lot in
LET'S Look! This be- cultivators.
Northwood Subdivision.
autiful wooded, sloping
High quality construclot with its bridges over 51. Campers
tion in excellent condithe creek offers a
tion. Continuous occusetting for this 3 bed- 1975 MIDAS Mini Motor
pancy since opened
room home that with a Home, GMC, w/350
753-7853.
decorator's touch could engine, 20 ft., sleeps 6,
be your quaint and good condition, $7,450.
unique home. Take a Phone 753-3234 days,
STROUT
look and make an offer 753-0114 after 5p.m.
REALTY
by calling KOPPERUD OR TRADE, for car. Nice
18 ft Hi Lo Camper, Stove
REALTY, 753-1222.
ONE of the neatest with oven. gas or electric
country homes you can refrigerator, bath, sleeps
Lou Ann Pillow 753-6843
4. asking $1.650. Call 753find
is this one near
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
9991
Southwest
elementary
Joe L. Kennon 436-5676
school located on 14 52 Boats -Motors
1912 Coldwater Rood
acres of land. Three
Murray. Kentucky 42071
bedroom brick, 14 ld FT. Aluminum
15021 753-0186
baths,
drapes, carpet, Canoe, very good conAnytirn•
dition. 753-2708.
range. New field tile
JOE L. KENNON
new pressure tank in 17 F1'. Arrowglass fish
Broker
well, lots of built-ins. and ski boat, 55 h.p.
liconood 8 Bonded
843,000. ROBE)TS Evinrude, excellent
condition. 759-4756.
REALTY, 753-1651.
PRICE reduced! Older BOAT and all ski equip3 bedroom home on a ment. Call 753-8418.
one acre lot in the
53 Services Offered
Kirksey area Gas heat
Iwo fireplaces, vacant LICENSED Electrician
and ready for occu- for residential and
pancy. Reduced to $17, commercial. Heating
Appointments made
000. Call KOPPERUD and air condition, gas
for your conveREALTY. 753-1222, and installation and repair
make an offer.
Phone 753-7203.
nience. Full time sale

eti
t
et
imm

associates
phones.
Antos McCarty
Therm Knight
Joyce Betsworth
Anna Requarth
Louise Baker
Prentice Dunn
Bob Haley
Guy Spann
44

evening
753-2249
753-7728
753-9390
753-2477
753-2409
753-5725
489-2286
753 2587
•

Lots for

First Class Repair Service
on Stereo's & TV's
Work Guaranteed
NAlcorrIcil cxf SCOLO WI CI
222 S. 12th St.

753-5865 1

111211/0imen

1967 Corvair
Black hardtop, newly
rebuilt engine Sharp'

53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
•
Have your fami •
GENERAL HOME TREE work, complete
hertiag
REPAIR. 15 years ex- removal, trimming or
PAINTING
perience Carpentry, topping Experienced, • perseryed by hav
concrete, plumbing, reasonable rates 753
mg us copy your ol
roofing, sliding. NO 0211.
INTERIOR
photographs
JOB TO SMALL. Free LEE'S CARPET
CARTER STUDIO
EXTERIOR
estimates. Days 753- CLEANING. Murray's
300 MAIN 753 8298
PAINTING
6973, nights 474-2276.
only professional Carpet Cleaning Company ELECTRICAN, 20 years
GUTTERING by Sears. with over 12
years experience, jobs large or
WALLPAPERING
Sears continuous gut- continuous
local service small, Free Estimates,
ters installed for your using the most
JIM DAY
powerful Call 753-5156 after 1 PM.
specifications. Call cleaning system
made. ELECTRICAL and
Sears 753-2310 for free Hundreds of
Painting
satisfied Plumbing. 25 years
estimate.
repeat customers
experience. No job too
753-371
6
Licensed and Insured
small_ All work
INSULATION blown in We
*WINTER
RATES*
move the furniture guaranteed. Free esby Sears. TVA ap- free.
Free estimates, 24 timates on request
proved. Save on those hour service,
753-5827.
436-2218 anytime.
FENCE sales at Sears
high heating and coolnow Call Sears 753-2310
ing bills. Call Sears
Will haul white rock,
for free estimate for
753.2310 for free
RICK'S CUSTOM
sand, lime, rip rap and
our needs
estimates.
masonary sand, coal.
GENERAL ConstrucWOOD DESIGN
Call Roger Hudson,
WET BASEMENT? We
tion, carpentry, rooting,
All types, custom
make wet basements
all types, additions,
753-4545
Or
dry. Work completely
repairs, remodeling
753-6763
wood working,
guaranteed. Call or
Free estimates. Call
kitchen
bath
and
write Morgan Con
753-3509.
APPLIAN
CE
SER.
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
cabinets, counter
409A, Paducah, Ky. VICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
42001 or call 1-442-7026
tops, furniture
Whirlpool. 21 years
and furniture
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper.
Low, Low Rates
refinishing, mill
Aluminum and Vinyl
Bob's Appliance Ser.
Satisfied References
siding and Aluminum
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
work.
Free Estimates
trim for all houses. It
753-4872, 753-8886
Quality work at
759-1983
stops painting
(home).
APPLIANCE repair
Jack Glover
reasonable prices.
work all brands.
54. For Trade
753-1873
Rick West or Joe
Specialize in Tappen
USED Fisher metal DeCall 753-5341 or 354-6956
Miler.
tector, Model VLS, excel.
Need work on your Earl Lovett.
lent condition will trade
Call 435-4125
trees? Topping, prunfor Depth finder of equal
ing, shaping, complete
or 753-9317
Mobile Home Anchors,
value. Call 436-2289 after 5
removal and more. Call
underpinning, roofs sealPM.
BOVER'S TREE
ed, aluminum patio awnSERVICE for Proings, single and double
fessional tree care.
carports.
753-0338.
Parking Lots-Large & Small
JACK GLOVER
753-1873
Services Offered

53. Services Offered

BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING

NEW
SIGN
REPAIR
SERVICE

FAYE'S Monograms
Dixieland Shopping
Center, 7 5 3 - 7 7 4 3
Sweaters, shirts. pur
sea, linen, custom patches. Fast service

Reasonable rates
on parts and labor
locally owned &
operated
753-9574.

Aluminum Service Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim work.
References. Call Will Ed
Bailey, 753-0689,

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 383.25
Opened
Today
389.25
Up
6.00

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
9 12
Opened
Today
9 30
Up
.18

Compliments of:
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS -OLYMPIC PLAZA
We buy uold Silver 4 Diamonds
Hours: I U 8 ually, 12 5 Sunday

KEITH BLACK'S
STRIPING SERVICE

Keith C. Black
Stan Bone
753-6244
753-8369
Owner & Operator Sales Representative
Special: 10% Off Through
The Month Of March

Early Bird Spring Cleaning

SALE
TLC Cleaning Service
Introducing Our
REVOLUTIONARY NEW
CARPET DRY
CLEANING MACHINE
'Only One In This Section Of The Country
'At Least 50% Cleaner Than Old Method
'Carpet Dry in 1/4 to 'h Hour
Call Today For Our Low-Low

INTRODUCTORY PRICE

1

60,0 PIONEER'
CAR STEREO

So Low You Can Afford To KEEP Your
Carpets Clean And Prolong Their Life
759We Clean With
759-

SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
Dixieland Center Open Til 6

TENDER LOVING CARE

Make Money By Saving!
1. How can you make money?
Ans. You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unnecided items that ors gathering dust In your basement, attic and garage and putting thorn up for sale.

2. How can you save money?
Ans. You can save money by taking advantage of this gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
ad department of the Ledger & Times Is have the month of February to soli all those items you
have gathered together.

3. How good a business person are you?
Ans. You con prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the
Classified Pares of the Lodger & Times during the month of February. Every fourth day your classified
ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save th• entire cost of your ad every fourth
day. Priam' remain this some as usual and you racism, all the usual discounts. If you are a regular
customer of the classified section and your advairrIslog Is already scheduled for February you will
automatically receive the benefits from this sale.

4. What are the details of this sale?
Ans. The sale is open to everyone.

The Sale is open to everyone,for every section on the
classifiell page, small reader ads or classified display
ads as long as they meet the following requirements:
v Ads must run three consecutive days.
fr-No changes will be made in copy.
,/Paid days will run first.
rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before
expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
will remain in effect.

No. Days
Paid
3
6
9

No. Days
Free
1
2
3

Total
Days Run
4
8
12

5. What do you gain from this sale?
Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose If you sell the item you advertise. You save
money on your business advertising and gain the acivantege of advartisIr•g in tha most wall road
section of the newspaper. The amount of money you can say* Is determined only by the amount
of etivertlaing you deckle to do.

regardless of cost.
Cali in your ad now. You can save money by getting 4 days for the cost of three and
stand a good chance of running your entire ad free. if your name
awn in the contest.

upholstered

Call 753-7863
afternoons or evenings

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Call 753-1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.
1
v

••• V ai V AP-AP

"

1834

References

CLASSIFIED AD CONTEST
In conjunction witti our usual 3 plus 1 sale dbring Feb The Classified Dept will be
conducting a special contest on classified reader ads only.
Everyone who rims a classified reader ad during the month wR have their names entered
into a drawing. Three names wM be drawn each week. Those persons whose names are
drawn wM be reinbursed for the cost of their ad if paid or will not be charged for it,

Sale

COMMERCIAL property located at 303 and
305 N. 12th St 150' of
street frontage Zoned
for medium density
business Has 2 rental
houses
890.000.
Murray -Calloway ('o
Realty. 753-8146.
LARGE lot in Alm° with
septic system and city
water. 82.800. Call 4374783.

53

310
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OBITUARIES

I

Interstate banking bill meaningless if only in Georgia

ATLANTA (AP) — In- the move easier by states pass their own Jack Gordon has pro- Southeast last year, is win an automatic
trigterstate banking could allowing more efficient reciprocal interstate posed an alternative opposed to any
bill that ger provision in
bolster the Southeastern storage of data and banking laws.
that would include an would allow large Georgia's law, but the
The bill would take ef- "automatic trigger" for money center banks to
economy and propel quick transfer of inforServices or Ben E. Lexington.
lawmakers voted it
mation between remote fect July 1, 1985, but national interstate enter the Florida bankJohnson are today at 1
The deceased had state banks into the
down.
companies
can't take banking after a five- ing market.
p.m. in the chapel of operated two service financial fast lane, but points.
The legislators can
In the states where in- advantage of it until at year incubation period
Blalock -Coleman stations at Hazel, had other states in the
Both Graham and choose
later to change
terstate
banking has least one other state for regional banks.
Funeral Home. John been manager of Bill region are in no apGordon hope to enable the
law, but they refusdebated,
passes
been
a
reciprocal
small
parent
bill.
rush
to
back
a
Under
Gordon's bill, banks in Florida and the
Dale is officiating, Mrs. Swami farm in Calloway,
In South Carolina, a banks in a region of 11 Southeast to merge and ed to include an
Thyra Crawford is County and had rety*cl reciprocal banking bill banks have viewed it as
automatic trigger for
a threat to their ex- task force appointed by Southeastern states —
organist.
as an employe(ottap- endorsed by the Georgia
make themselves too safety reasons,
Moler
istence,
Gov.
Dick
state
but
Legislature.
is
Riley
ofdrafadding Maryland to large to be easily
Pallbearers are pan Co. He and his wife,
said, because "we know
ting
ficials
similar
touted
have
legislation
"The
it
as
lack
consenof
those
listed in Georgia's swallowed up by money
Gerald Gallimore, Ben- Edith, who died Dec. 21,
that it may not be as
nie Smith, Roger 1978, also had operated sus in the industry is the key to improving the to be presented to the bill — and the District of center banks if and
successful as we think it
financial
General
clout
Assembly
of
what's
state
durholding
up
the
Columbia would be able when national interstate
Gallimore, Donald the telephone office at
will be."
ing its current session.
parade," said Joseph B. banks.
to acquire Florida banking is permitted.
Stom, Robert Turner Hardin.
The
debate
"There
Once the regional
must
is
Martin,
be
some
senior
vice
banks
without
limitation
and Thomas Stom.
Survivors are one
"I'm giving them a banks have time to
Burial will follow in daughter, Mrs. Beatrice president of NCNB tempered by a lawsuit consolidation if banks If their home states
running start," Gordon become established, the
Murray Memorial Smith; one grand- Corp. of Charlotte. N.C., in New En-gland are going to be able to have reciprocal banking said.
"That is a satisfac- Legislature can then
challenging
produce
rights
the
of
the
effectively
largest
bank
for
holding
laws.
Gardens.
daughter, Mrs. Gerald
tory situation for the consider broadening the
But after five years,
Mr. Johnson, 91, 1001 Gallimore; one grand- company in the states to set geographic their shareholders,"
money center banks."
competition, he said.
Vine St., died Sunday at son, Bennie Smith and Southeast with assets of limits on banking said Robert V. Royall the regional limits
mergers.
Jr.,
Large
president
moneythan
of
more
Citizens
billion.
$12.8
such
money
One
would
be
lifted, giving
Veterans Hospital, wife, Jean; two greatPeter Eisemann,
Bob Moler, Georgia's center banks like those and Southern National way to full-scale in- center bank, Citicorp — associate professor
grandchildren, Roger
of
which owns the nation's finance at Georgia State
Gallimore and Sherri assistant banking com- in New York favor Bank. Royall heads the terstate banking.
Graham, who first second largest bank, University, predicted
Gallimore; one sister, missioner, said states unlimited interstate task force.
cautiously banking.
In Kentucky, the pf'oposed interstate Citibank — lobbied the the regional restrictions
Miss Inez Johnson, are moving
Under Georgia's pro- House has passed a bill banking f or the Georgia Legislature to
fOr reasons of -safety
Paducah
eventually will be lifted.
and soundness." He posal, which may allowing banking across
compares expansion of become a regional county lines and with
the banks to the model, the banks would contiguous states.
be allowed to merge Although similar
aerospace industry.
Mrs. Elizabeth
"We didn't start by with existing banks in measures have been
Groben, daughter of Mr.
going to the moon," other Southeastern defeated during the past
and Mrs. Norval Young
Moler'said. "We started states with reciprocal two legislative sessions,
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
INVESTMENTS
of Hamlin, died Saturwith the Wright laws. The banks would supporters are opday morning at the Park
Final rites for Mrs. Brothers... Let's take it not be able to open new timistic about winning
West Hospital, Knox- Ora L. Bucy, widow of
one step at a time."
banks or bankloranches passage in the Kentucky
ville, Tenn.
Prices furnished
First of
Finis N. Bucy, were toI.B.M
109% + 143
Senate this year.
The Georgia across state lines.
She was 58 years of day at 10:30 a.m. in the
Jerrico
13% + 14
Under the Kentucky Michigan
The average checking
Legislature has approvage and was a member chapel of Blalock +.52
J.C.Penney
51% -14
ed and sent to Gov. Joe account customer pro- bill, holding companies Industrial Average
of a Methodist Church. Coleman Funeral Frank
Kmart
40% 44.
30%-4
Harris a bill that bably would notice little In non-contiguous states Air Products
Mrs. Groben was born Home. The Rev. Charles would
25% + %
Mary Kay Cosm
13% -%
allow interstate difference, but business would have to wait two Apple Computer
in Illinois on March 15, Nelson officiated and banking
17 + %
Penwalt
36% unc
in a 10-state customers seeking large years before merging American Telephone
1925.
Mrs. Otto Erwin was Southeastern region. loans would be able to with any Kentucky Chrysler
Quaker Oats
27% -14
55% -1%
The Groben family organist.
44% + %
Sears
36% -%
Harris supports the bill, choose from more banks banks. The state Dupont
resided in Lone Oak for
37% -1
/
4
Stuart Hall
Pallbearers were but it is meaningless un- with the financial Department of Banking Ford
5% unc
151
many years.
/
4 +14
Texaco
Bobby Emerson, Max til at least one other capability to handle would have the authori- G.A.F
39% -%
General Motors
68
+
/
1
4
Survivors are her hus- Satterwhite, Rex Satter- state
Tobacco
U.S.
37%
-%
14
ty to review all
passes a those loans.
General Tire
band. Robert J. Groben, white, Robert Wester- reciprocal
Wal-Mart
30% -%
32% +14
interstate
"By allowing the acquisitions.
Goodrich
Anoxville; one man, Kent Bucy and
311
/
4 -%
Wendy's
18% +14
banking measure. Ex- larger banks in the state
In Florida, the
Goodyear
daughter, br. Pamela John Julian Bucy.
Wetterau
25%
18% unc
-IA
cept for Kentucky, to combine into still Legislature is expected
Tomberg, and one
53 -1
A.L. Williams
Burial was in the Wof- South Carolina and larger banks, they can to take up interstate Gulf Oil
12 +1
Home Health
grandson, Joshua ford Cemetery in Florida,
where better provide for the banking when it conCare America
Tomberg, Durham, Stewart County, Tenn.
C.E.F. Yield
6% -%
9 16
lawmakers are to con- _financial needs of the venes in April. Gov. Bob
N.C.; one son, Glen
Mrs. Bucy, 90, Rt. 8, sider interstate banking companies in the Graham supports a
Groben, Fort Collins, died Sunday at Murrayregional banking bill for
this year, most of the region," Moler said.
Colo.; her parents, Mr. Calloway County
Southeast is taking a
Moler and others say states with reciprocal
STOCKS
MUNICIPAL BONDS
and Mrs. Norval Young, Hospital.
MUTUAL FUNDS
wait-and-see approach.
interstate banking is agreements. Senate
Hamlin; two sisters,
MEMBER
NEW
Survivors are four
YORK
STOCK
EXCHANGE
MEMBER SIPC
In Lonisiana, necessary if state banks President Pro Tempore
Mrs. Jean Rea, daughters, Mrs. -Lee
lawmakers are fighting hope to compete with
Evansville, Ind., and
Westerman, Mrs. over a lower level of non-regulated financial
GM QUALM MI Kaap That Grua BM
A
Mrs. Anita Scholl, Daphene Hall, Mrs.
geographic expansion — services and large
1
SERVON PARTS
Witii Ciandas GM Part&
A
Newburgh, Ind.
George Satterwhite and a proposal to allow money center banks.
Memorial services Mrs. Nita Houston; two
'What bank in
banks to expand beyond
will be Friday at 7:30 sons, Henry E. Bucy
their parish borders — Georgia could handle
p.m. at the Lone Oak and John L. Bucy; one while
Tennessee bank- the needs of Coca-Cola,
Model
United Methodist sister, Mrs. Stella West; ing
officials are preoc- Delta Air Lines or
..,...DU3000
XL with
Church at Lone Oak, 11 grandchildren; eight
cupied with 14 in-state Georgia Pacific?''
Ky.
great-grandchildren.
Automatic
3
banks which have failed ,Moler said.
Cycles
since February 1983. 'Under Georgia's bill,
Alabama, Mississippi, which the governor is
North Carolina and expected to sign,
'400 Per Wk.
Virginia are not actively Georgia banks could
Jerry Pendergrass has been a salesman
1
considering interstate combine with banks in
at Dwain Taylor Chevrolet for 14
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. anywhere," Dixon said. banking bills.
Alabama, Florida, Kent months. He and his wife Pat live at
(AP) — A fatal accident
Buck Beasley, the
John Bowers, vice tucky, Louisiana,
Route 1 at Murray. They have two sons
at a tractor-pulling promotor of Pro Shows, president of the Virginia Mississippi, North
Jerry and Tracy. See Jerry Pendergrass
show sponsored by a said in a telephone inter- Bankers Association, Carolina, South
Kentucky company has view that the tractor, said a study
for any of your new or used car needs.
panel has Carolina, Tennessee
prompted officials at driven by Ray McIn- looked into
•3 Automatic Cycles • Energy-Saving Air Dry
interstate and Virginia, if those
the Prairie Capital Con- tosh, of Shelbyville, Ky., banking, "but the
Option • Decorator 4-Color Panel Pack•EASY
vention Center to review had a protective shield members are totally
ROLLERS' Installation Wheels • Porcelainsafety measures.
and had been inspected divided and there is no
,Enamel-On-Steel Tub • More!
753.26E:
71'1BM
Robert E. Savage, 16, by technicians before consensus of direction"
•EASY FINANCING AVAILABLE
STUMP REMOVAL
KiSK
of Bluffs, Ill., was killed the event.
on the issue.
•90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
641
S.
Murray
He said he did not atwhen the engine from a
NCNB Corp., which
34 bo•low firi• ground
*toss
From
Untie
Jeff's)
converted garden trac- tend the Springfield owns banks
435 4343 nr 435 4319.
in North
tor blew up in the arena tractor pull and did not Carolina
We Novo Haul Pit °rare,
and Florida,
Saturday and flung know what kind of has been pushing in641 S.
753 0595
Xmetal parts into the clutch the tractor had, terstate proposals for
crowd.
but he said all safety four years, but opposiConvention center equipment had been tion from other North
board chairman Tom checked.
Carolina banks has kept
Beasley, who has been the issue out of
Ketchum said the accithe
dent was "a tragedy," producing events for
statehouse there as
but he doubted that it Pro Shows for three
well.
will affect the future years, said he has
The move toward
scheduling of such "never seen anything regional interstate
events.
like that happen."
banking is viewed by inNo decisions were
The convention dustry and government
reached by the board at center's manager said officials as a
natural
a meeting Monday the boy was hit with evolution for banks,
a
night.
pieces of metal only response to
growing
"Every reasonable minutes after he was
competition from ban*
precaution for a show seated about 70 feet related
companies —
that size was taken," away from the track, in such as
mortgage and
Ketchum said at the a crowd of about 1,700.
finance companies —
meeting.
that are not restricted
Patrick Fitzgerald,
by state boundaries.
convention center
Technology has made
manager, questioned
model G100
Federal-State Market News Service
whether all shows rebruary 21. 1984
A completely self-conta.ned
61-note home electronic
should be sanctioned by Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report
6 Buying Stations
keyboard The Genius(Model
truck -pulling FtecelptsIncludes
Act. FM 1.539 Est. 450 Bar.
G•100)includes two afrooldters
row.&
Gifts cornpared to last Fri. fulassociations.
each of which drives a 12
ly 1 25 lower Sows under 500 lbs.
wide-range speaker for tutl
The sponsor of Satur- steady
to Instances 50 lower over 500
fidelity sound
day's event, Pro Shows .50-1 00 higher
•Play 8 Songs With Both Hands
US 1.2 210440 lbs.$44 75-4525 few 45.50
of Willisburg, Ky., is not US
Resident Voices
•Repd Music: Notes, Staff, Time Values, Etc.
2 200-210 lbs
$43 7544.72
affiliated with a na- US 2 210-250 lbs
I
844.25-44.75
'Set Up An Organ Properly
2 eectric Piano
143.25-44.25
tional organization that US 2-5250.270 lbs
WE PROVIDE
Sows
3 hionky bnk
sanctions tractor pulls, US 1.2 270-350 lbs
Dwain Taylor
4 Guitar
836.0048.00
*Teacher
837 00-30.50
said Gene Dixon of US 1.3 300-450 lbs
5 Synthesizer Gion•ral Festums
IS 1.3 450-500 lbs
•Music Materials
Chevrolet
0043.00
6 Clayecin
Stereo headphone lack
Chambersburg, director US 1.3 500-550 lbs
943 00-45.00
7 Pipe Organ
Stereo output lacks
'Practice Facilities
336 00.37.00
of the Illinois chapter of US 2.3 300-500 lbs
753-261
7
8 Organ
Variable Key Split
Boars 21 5043.00
Key Transpose
the Tractor Pulling
9 Jaz2 Organ
10
Accordion
Portamento
Association.
Beat d splay
John Kenney of Upper
Chord display
Sandusky, Ohio,
Genie Chords
Magic Genie Music Chord
Complete Course
spokesman for the naSystem I MC')
Couples $20.
tional organization, said
F X foot switch leo
the group has 1.200
Expression pedal jack
members in 29 states
and sponsors about 60
events a year
Dixon said the
association requires a
scatterproof shield over
the clutch and flywheel.
•
and clutches made with
steel — not cast iron
which tends to hy apart
Conrad's Piano's & Organs
like shrapnel, he said
Ky. Oaks Mall — Paducah
"In my 14 years with
the association I've seen
Building Supply
breakage, but have
never seen one (a
753 6450
500 S. 4th
flywheel) go

Ben Johnson's funeral today

Daughter of
Young couple
dies, hospital Funeral rites
conducted
for Mrs. Bucy

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Stock Market

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476

ha,,,,y

Undercounter
Dishwasher

MEET
JERRY
1410.1., PENDERGRASS l
'

Youth death, tractor-pulling
causes special safety review

11

I
ti

i• ton rvrylo,.....fuerps

37900

DWAIN TAYLOR
a LET

iti

10

OHEVR 0 LET

RUDOLPH GOODYEAR
DIE4 U.S.

ATTENTION! ATTENTION! ATTENTION! ATTENTION!

CONRAD'S BAND WAGON

COMING
TO
MURRAY

Conrad's Pianos & Organs will be here 5 days only
See The Band Wagon at Olympic Plaza Feb. 27-March 2
Special Prices On All Our Organs And Pianos.

NOW $198400
SAVE $71100

Hog market

LOI4REY Gen(us.

PLUS!

Car Rental
Call:
Gene
Buhmann

Look For
Our Sale Ad
In Wednesday's
Paper

ickman
orsworthy

A

ORGAN LESSONS On The Band Wagon!

In Only 4 Lessons You'll Learn To:

Olympic Plaza
10 AM TO 7 PM
Mon Thru Fri
Feb. 27 thru March 2

Must Call For Lessons
Space Limited
443-6453

Sound Like A Pro In 4 Lessons

COME JOIN THE BAND WAGON

NI •

